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Ird:n::lduc:ti Clfl 

Tht.:-! right to trial by jury is an integral feature of the 

Amer"]. can ""'< , d~~ocratic: system. Although the jury has long been 

the foc:us of c:ontroversy, a focus of critic:al as well as 

SLtPPOI'"tl, 'Ie commentarY!I there d I i that is little OUl: most 

would reac:t with outrage were this right to 

be denied as an avenue for dispute resolution. Pn)babl y 'che 

focus of c:ritical, comment has been on the jury" s 

't fL,lnc:~ions in finding the facts in a perfonT! ]. s .1 '-

disputed matter and t ~la", lc·~ es given to the jury in appl yi ng I \-;;; ~\V ~\ 

by the trial judge (Sperlich, j,982) u Appendix A of this 

includes a thorough review of legal and psychological 

analyses of juror competenc:y. A c:onclusion reached in the 

been repeatedly cited in rev:i ew is that 

unvJi 11 i ngness to apply 

e~':traJ. egal. factors such 

inadmissible (c) 

tb) the influence of 

prejudice or failure to discount 

, k-l't to comprehend and ]. n i:1.LJ ]. J," Y 

remember the evidenceF i:\nd • (cj ), m,;,sLlnderstanding o·f the li::HoIJ. 

This l~rogram of research that focuses report summarizes a 

on the fourth source of difficulties for the jury's competent 

performance of its duty, misunderstanding of the law. There 

are three major sources of evidence for the suggestion that 

th~> jury has di 'Ff i cuI ty undel'"s'l:cmdi ng 'I:he law = cdll1ments by 

Meyer & Rosenberg, 

jurors during and after their service (e.g.
1 

Goldberg, 1981; 

1971), c:ommonts from the bar and the 

jUdiC:iary, and the results of sc:ientific empirical research 

(eu gu, Cot:Jk!I 
1951; Forston, 1970; Hunter, 1935; O"Mara, 1972; 

Strawn & BUchanan, 
Arans, Granfield, & Sussman, 1965; 

Hastie!1 
Penrod, & Pennington, 1983; Charrow & Charrow, 1979; 

As an aside we should note that several empirical 

journalistic: commentaries, and c:omm~nts from 

attorneys and trial judges have defended the jury decision 

It is indisputable that most jurors are mbtivated to 

perform the functions indic:ated in their sworn oath. Empirical 

research has repeatedly demonstrated that jurors are sensitive 

to small changes in the evidence or instructions presented at 

'/:,I'"i al 
Kerr, Atkin, Stasser, 

Mee~~ Holt, ~ Davis, 1976; Sue, Smith & Caldwell, 1973; Saks & 
:I. 97El l, Ch i:\p t (~I~ S 6 '7) to Nonetheless, it is also 

clear that the juror's task is demanding intellectually and 

that misunderstandings and confUSion. present obstacles fo~ 
its proper execution. 

Three approac:hes have been considered to eliminate some 
f), 

of misunderstandings and to increase the jury's 
compei:enceu a of authorities have suggested 
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I I · t .] d''''r't ""·F L,''''' •. l' f'C' "1::J),t.\(::?-,~j,bbon/l j'Llrj,~s that tle 11s·orlca, prece ~, W \~ 'a 

sampled from a pool of jurors who were viewed as above average 

in competence, should be followed. Such a system has been 

used in the past in New York and in Georgia but it is 

relatively unpopular and it is forbidden by the Federal Jury 

Selection and Service Act for use in Federal courts. However, 

the Supr·eme Court found SL\ch systems to be 

Constitutionally permissible (see Fay v. New York, 1947 and 

v. Fouche, 1970). Second, a number of experts, 

including several social scientists, have advocated rewriting 

i ns1:,I"'I.lct ions in ordinary En <;1 I i sh 'r,,:\ci I i i:ate 

comprehens:i. on and proper application. Charrow & Charrow 

(1979), Elwodt.!, Alfini, ~{ Sales <1.982):, and Sales, Elwork, & 

Alf:Lni (1979 ) hav!;! :i,lll-'.strated procedures for use in 

developing comprehensible pattern instructj,ons. Third, a 

variety of procedural innovations have been suggested to aid 

jurors in performing their task (e.g., Strawn & Munsterman, 

1982; gf, Suggs, 1980): presentation of an oral 

befon? at{:o,"'neys:' arguments and evidence are 

presented to the jury, provision of a written copy bf the 

judge·s final instructions to the jury during deliberation, 

'~'t of an interrogatory or special questions that go P''''OVJ .• -:;: on 

with the jury into the deliberation room, allowing jurors to 

take notes throughout the trial for use during deliberation, 

and so forth .. 

The present research focuses on this third set of 

proposals to improve jury performance by varying the procedure 

71 

by which they are instructed • 

Review of Alternate Procedures for Instructing the Jury 

Written Instructions 

Thet'e has been relatively little discussion of the 

benefits or liabilities of allowing a jury to take a written 

copy of the judge"s final instructions into deliberation. 

What little has been written on this subject (e.g., Withrow & 

1 9f30 :i l"la I on ey , 1967) has been in favor of sending 

portions or the entirety of the final charge to the jury into 

del i b!~,,· ad:i on. Th~ obvious drawback to this proposal is the 

expense and time that would be required to implement it. A 

convenient and economical alternative to the provision of 

written instructions, is sending a tape recording of the final 

charge into deliberation. A number of judges in jurisdictions 

from all parts of the country have experimented with this 

method and are generally enthUsiastic. Although our own 

research did not include experimental evaluations of the tape 

recording alternative, two demonstration juries were run as 

part of the larger empirical study, in Which tape recordings 

of the judge~s charge were provided for use in deliberation. 

Our observation was that the tape recordings were a positive 

benefit to the jurors during deliberation. Furthermore, it 

seemed useful to provide the jurors with a written index 

ac('.:ompa, ,', • lY ~'·lg tll.e t.aF3e \~Il~ch noted at which points on the tape 

the judge presented instructions on various issues (e.g., 
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5 before-only, after-only, or both before and after a videotaped 

evaluation, ~easonable inference, standard of trial to citizens eligible for jury service participating in a 

proof, elements of the crimes charged, and so forth). mocl-;;-jury task. They found no reliable effects of this 

variation on their mock-jurors' memory for information from 

Oral Precharge before the Evidence is Presented at Trial However, they did observe systematic effects on 

The method of presenting the jury with an instruction 

before the evidence is heard to introduce legal concepts, ;In the trial. kassin & Wrightsman (1979) showed a one-hour 

procedures to be followed during the trial, and even issues videotaped criminal trial to college students serving in a 

that will be under dispute during the trial has received a moc k"~ j !.II'" Dr rol e. They varied whether instructions were 

fairly extensive discussion in the literature. A number of presented before (only) or after (only), or never in their 

.:'\ut:hor'i ties s't,I'-ongl y advocate the use of an extensive videotaped stimulus trial. For their case materials there was 

prechar"ge (e.g., Withrow & Buggs, 1980, Goldber"g, 198:l11 a clear effect of instruction timing en conviction rates, such 

Prettyman, 1960; Smith, 1968) while others have taken a that subjects who received a preinstruction were much less 

somewhat mot"e moderate stance (McBride, 1969) • Goldberg likely to convict than post instruction subjects or subjects 

( 198 j, ) SLtI"'veyed the judges in the major trial court in Ore~on who were never instructed on the law. Interestingly, the 

and found that almost all judges used some preliminary effect seemed to be due to preinstructed jurors' lower level 

i tlstrLl!::'ti ons. Typically, t!1ese included of confidence that the defendant had committed the acts 

admonitions about jury duty Ce.g., a proscription of exposure alleged, and not to an increase in mock-jurors' subjective 

to news media reports), and a comment on the presumption of of pr'oof. Kassin & Wrightsman also observed 

innocence of the accused. More extensive instructions, for decreased memory for information from the trial for subjects 

example, on tHe evaluation of credibility, or substantive instructed after the evidence was presented. 

instructions on the elements of the crime or cause of action However, this result is of little interest because it is 

were much rarer. This summary seems in accord with reports probably due to the fact that only these subjects experienced 

obtained by the researchers from judges serving in trial an i n'l:el"'pol. ated i m:;rl:rLlcti ons) between the 

courts in Massachuset~s, New York, and Illinois. to-be-remembered material (the evidence) and the memory test. 

There are two empirical stUdies on the effects of Advocates of the Use of instructions at the start of the 

providing a preinstruction on juror performance. 1:::1 work!, trial have cited a number of advantages that may accrue to 

Sales, & Alfini (1977, Experiment 2) presented instructions 
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this mE~'l:hod" 

1. " jurors' memory for 

information presented as evidence or information in the 

judge's ins'l:ruc'l:ions will be bet'l:er remembered by jurors. 

This assertion is supported by both common sense as well 

as a number of resear~h findings that demonstrate tha'l: 

attention and memory processes are more acute when a 

pen::ei vel~ "I'motAis what he or" she i E5 1 oo~d ng -For" II One 

'l:rial judge has likened the effects of a preinstruction 

to the i nstl"'ucti ons given an assi stan'l: l<\tho is sen"!: tC:l a 

hardware store to search for a desired tool, with a 

corn~spondi ng to 'l:he case where the 

a:.si st.rm'l: is tol d wha'l: tool tCI look for be-fon? €~nteri n!;) 

case where the assistant is not told what tool is desired 

until after leaving the s'l:ore. 

Proponents have argued that the preinstruction (:. 

will help individual jurors identify prejudices that they 

may have bearing on the matters at trial and that this 

will aJlow them to resist the exercise of extralegal 

prejudices or motivations. 

3. Proponents argue that the preinstruction will 

allow jl-Irors to organize information presented as 

evidence or instructions in appropriate fashion to 

connect evi dence to the 1 egal i SSl.les on I-Jhi ch it beal"Sn 

This suggestion is that the preinstruction provides 

something like a table of cont~nts of critical issues or 

'. 
8 

deCisions and that a juror so instructed will be able to 

index evidence SO that it is connected to the relevant 

4. Some proponents have argued that a preinstruction 

procf?dl-Ir,:tl matters . (such as the evaluation of 

cl"edi. bi 1 i ty Ol~ the n~\tun'? elf I~easl:mabl e i nferemc::e!s) wi 1 1 

be better able to apply these procedures while perceiving 

the trial events, as well as during deliberation. 

5. Some proponents hav~ pointed out that juror 

decisions appear to be made early in the trial, that 

the first few witnesses have appeared, and thus the 

earlier instructions appear in the trial, the more likely 

this decision will be informed. We should note, that 

this characterization of the juror's decision process is 

by no means broadly accepted, and in our own view it is 

err-oneOl-ls .. 

6. PI~oponents also note that this method of 

preinstructing jurors is already used to some extent by 

most trial judges and so it is likely that a positive 

argument for the method would be readily adopted by many 

tri a1 jl-\dges. 

On the o~her hand, it is possible to identify a number of . 
potential liabilities that may be created by applying the 

preinstruction procedure. 

It is plausible that whatever tendencies jurors 

",,' .......... ~ ..... ~:""" ...... ,-' .. -"-,. -,
~.-,,-'"~,~, - , .. "t '" . ,,_. '~'. """~-~ >. 

....... 
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do exhibit to settle on a verdict early in the trial will 

or magnifh?d by the provision of 

instructions before the evidence. For example, in many 

cases it is p:ausible that jurors remain open-minded to 

concentrate on ~n evenhanded fact-finding review of the 

evidence partly because they are not informed concerning 

the categories that will govern their final 

decision. A number of stUdies in the judgment and 

decision-making literature (e.g., Snyder & Swann, 1978; 

1A1c\son 1972> have i~dicated that 

individuals have a persistent tendency to reason in a 

ccm·f i r'mC':\'l:ol'wy manner they have settled on 

hypel't:hesi Su We might imagine that jurors in a criminal 

trial who have been provided with verdict categories and 

hear the prosecution case are likely to develop an 

initial preference for the prosecution side (e.g., Kassin 

1979; Walker, Thibaut, & Andreoli, 1972). 

Under' thi s c~nsb·llci:i on, the preins·crllcti. on waul d tend 'ce) 

bias jurors by providing a specific initial hypothesis 

which wou~d be supported by the tendency of individuals 

to reason in a confirmatory manner. 

2,. A second possible liability is that jurors who 
') 

have been instructed on the law may miss subtleties of 

the evidence because they are focused on t.he 1 egal 

:i SSl(es. Thus!! their emercise of common sen!:;e and 

acuity may be impeded by their effort to 

j.nterpret trial events with reference to the legal 

( . 

:LO 

Another decrease in the jury's competence to 
pel~'form :i ts 

function may Occur when all jurors are given 

a uniform preinstruction that focuses all jurors on the 

same issues in testimony and evidence. Perhaps one of 

the strengths of the . . 
Jury process 1S that individuals 

bl"'ing to i:he jury box a Variety of motiVations, 

attitudes, and sensitivities and that the mix of various 

perceptions and memories that exists at the start of 

deliberation is a mtw.".)·c·,'" 1'"=rOltrc- fOI'" ~11e't • 
J " .. W;> "" I.. '.. J .try· s pl'-opel'. 

pel"'fol,wme:'\M(::e 0':: .·i ts:. .(:1:"'''''1..... 1-11' . f i h 
- ~,_t 1 !E. V1E1\o'J o· : e jl.u"'or·:'s task 

j. S oi \Ir."_n t::OITIL'!> C I . f 
'::J ~ .;>". I'"ee ence J." we imagine that the various 

Viewpoints and sensitivities to trial events yield a rich 

e:n d V':\I'" i f?d S(=t o'F p"''''' 1..' t h t e, C~P~lons _ aware introduced into 
d€~l i berati on 

by different jurors and which force the jury 

to take a broader more subtle view of each trial event 

than any single ir1e.:I~.vl·ell.lsl 
• a perception Would have allowed. 

Jurors' Handwritten Notes 

One procedural suggestion that is occasionally tried is 

to allow jurors to t~lre thel'r I.. 
~~ own no~es during the course of 

·t:J~i~::\l all/ t i 
I: ne .: 1en 0 :ake those n(:;)tebooks into del i bel'"ai:i on 

as an ai d to thei. r deci s1 ("'n m .. ~I •• • 
'" , .. J: .. L n 9 " Note-taking is permitted 

at 
the trial jUdge"s discretion in most jUrisdictions of which 

Sever-al 
aware, however, it is seldom allowed (Comment, 1974). 

arguments have been advanced in favor of allowing 

noh?-tak:i ng" TheSf? c?rglunr.=n~-':::. 1:"'1 J. d / tl ~ ~ 1..- ~ epene on 1e assumption 
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,that able to take accurate and usable notes while 

b . t 3'] =\tents and that these notes will be effective o serv1ng I'" ,a, = 

the judg('!:)" S 

instructions, 01'" at minimum will allow the jurors to keep 

the order of witnesses straight and preserve certain other 

organizational details of the trial events. 

On the other hand, a number of arguments against the use 

!::>f note-'i:aki ng have been e:ldvancerCl = 

1. Several authorities have argued that jurors will 

be distracted by the task of note-taking and miss certain 

cd, 'tical of trial events. 

t f b In ""!j~_, thai: J'LW'OI'"S 1_,li 1 1 be poorer at argumen s 1ave een Q ~ 

assessi ng W1 ness cn'?" 3., , 't d'bility if they are concentrating 

on note-taking while witnesses testify. It is certainly 

1 'bJ tl t I-eop] e 10\1110 are LlI1accLlsi:omed to taki ng p 0';\US1,t? '"la" ..J_ '" 

notes may find the note-taking task dominates their 

attention and distracts them from other perceptual 

accompl i shmen'ts. 

2. A second argument against taking notes is that 

f notes ·dLlrino deliberation will magnify th(: pr'ssence 0 '::J 

disagreement among jurors. The assumption is that a 

jLIl"'OI'" who is reminded, not only by his or her memory but 

d 'tt t 'J1 be more also by his or her han wrl - en no"es W1, 

r'esi s'l:ant to changing his or her viewpoint during 

The argument is that a juror who depends 

on handwritten notes will be "frozen" into his 01'" her 

ini ti €II construc'l:i on of the testimony and judge-s 

-------------------
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instructions and find it more difficult to remain 

open-minded in the face of reasonable discussion during 

del i ber,:'!t:L on. 

A final argument against the use of notes is 

that jurol"'s, jLW'ors who 

accompJ. 1, Eshed note-takel'"s!1 tend to domi ni:'tte 

di scus!:;i on" The assumption is that a juror who can 

support his or her arguments with reference to clear 

written notes will have an undue influence on the jury.s 

fact-finding and decision activities. 

Special Questions 

There is a long tradition, particularly on the civil 

side, of providing the jury with a series of questions to 

address during the course of deliberation" These sped, a1 

questions have been developed over the years and are even 

required by statute in many jurisdictions for certain types of 

Some proponents of the use of special questions have 

argued that their usage should be broadened even further and 

that they should become conventional in criminal cases as well 

as in more complicated civil litigation (see notes at page 511 

in Withrow & Suggs, 1980). Some proponents have gone beyond 

the loise of special questions en the law and even advocated 

instructions on the manner in which jurors shOUld deliberate 

as well as order their consideration of fact and legal issues. 

Strawn, Buchanan, Pryor, & Tayler (1977) have 

ci ted Mai er" <and E~ug(Jested that "pl'"ocess i nsi:I'"uci:i ons 1/ 

I 
I 



should be provided to jurors to encourage them to deliberate 

in an o,"'l:ler 1 y and effecti ve manner'. 

The arguments in favor of the use of special questions 

',( a\l1 fairly obvious, and generally accepted by the 

judiciary, at least with respect to civil caees. First, it is 

argued that special questions will simplify the jury"s task 

and focus the jury on relevant, critical issues 50 that 

deliberation will be more economical and the jurors can 

martial and focus their resources on the legally significant 

ql.lesi:i ons. Second, it has been argued that special queetions 

organize deliberation into sub-decisions and this allows the 

jury to act as a group more effectively by focusing on one 

manageable question at a time. 

Of course, there are a number of arguments against the 

use of special questions, at least the very broad application 

of special l"10st of these objections stem from a 

belief that the jury"s duties should be reserved for the jury 

alone and that outside influences, the trial judge and the 

attorneys, :;,hc.')ul d not be t,o control the 

performance of its fact-finding and verdict decision-reaching 

functions. R~cent research has been conducted by economists 

oh the effects of agendas on the decisions reached by groups 

(e.g., Levine & Plott, 1979; Plott & Levine, 1978). Thell"e is 

no doubt that the agenda of decisions set for a group has a 

dramatic effect on the group"s final decision. However, it 

remains to be established that one agenda is more invidious 

than! another» Perhaps more extensive use of special questions 

------ ---- - ---------------~-

:1.4 
procedures would promote 

reasoned consideration of agenda 

effects and lead to even fairer trial procedUres. 

To summarize our argument thus far, we have indicated 

that although the jury trial 
is a durable feature of the 

American demDI_--c::mt,'l'(_- t '" • co, 5yS' em, it ha!::, its clr-it1' c e , I d tl t - ,:\ 1 " , 1a - many 
the criticisms of the J"urv t: ' 1 ~ 

J '-j'"J, a 'rOCUS on 'the c.:ompetence of 
the jLWY. (.\fe noted fou,'" forms of critical comment on jury 

by fOCUSing our attention on ~he 
compet.ence 11 c:md conc 1 Llded 

the jLW"},' h c:::' I a~ 1n uncerstanding the law as given to it 
by the 'tt,.. i aJ, 'd JLI ge .. We noted i_"!lc::~t 'I ' ~ C1ere 1S considerable 
criticism of tJ-'Ie ,i~·\'"y.'" s pel"'fol~mc::""n"'e ,::"f th' 

i • ~ w "lS function from 
jUI~OI'-S!1 

the bar"!1 and social scientists. 
hie ,:\1 So no'ted that the jury appears to be quite 

sensitive to its 
instructions as demonstrated by a number of 

stUdies of the effects of variations in instructions 
empir:i c;,:"Il 

on jury performance. 

We then considered several metl10d~ for tl-,e 
~ i mpl'"ovemeni: of 

j 1"1l~01~ comprehension and of the judge"s 
i nsb"uc'!:i ons i:hf~ on law and concluded bv I" , 

I lsi:J,ng ·f 1:ll"\I~ 
procedUres that can be used in additiorl t~ t11~ t .... ,- S' ':\rld':\lr-d twal 

instruction thai: could imlJrove J'L\I~OI~ per-formancell 
(a) the use of w 'tt . 

, 1"1 "':en 1ns'I:t"Llct.ions to accompany the jUI~y into 

del i ber",;:-!'!:i on!1 (b) the use of an oral p~e~hc::~,~~"-_" at ~L 
.-'- '" r"' 'c"1e s'!::at-'!:: of 

1:he trio ial intrOduce jurors 1:0 theil'" t,~,_el,,', ,~"\nd 
i;;';;;> to thE! f(Jcal 

]. egcrd and evidentiarv iSSl,le~_~ Llnde_r 'd 
I ~ - con!5J, el~e:\'tioI1, (c) the LIse 
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of speci ."::\1 
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questions or interrogatories to accompany the jury 

int.o del i ben,\'U on, (d) the use of written notes taken by 

·the 

this point we will turn to the plans for an empirical study to 

evaluate these alternate procedures as solutions to the 

apparent problem of juror misunderstanding of the law. 

,-~ 

The primary goal of this report is to summarize the 

results of an experiment designed to study the effects of 

varying the manner in Which the jury was instructed on the 

law. Fifty-three six~person mock-juries were created by 

sampling citizens serving in the Massachusetts Superior Coyrt 

jury pool in Middlesex County during the months of January 

through August of 1979. Each of these mock-juries was shown a 

film of a reenactment of an actual armed-robbery trial (tried 

in Massachusetts in 1977) and then asked to deliberate to a 

verdict as if they were an actual jury on the case. A 

videotape record was made of the events that occurred during 

and at the end of deliberation each 

mock-juror completed a questionnaire giving his or her views 

on th(:> case:, the deliberation process, and other jurors. 

Bef Ol'-e lNe go on to describe this method in more detail we 

should !Say a 'Few words about the mock-jury egperimental 

method. 

Mock-jury Experimental Method 

The mock-jury method is what is known in research jargon 

as an empirical simulation method. The basic concept is that 

the researcher selects subjects, designs a research task, and 

measw~es cHaracteristics of behavior sO that an analogy can be 



established between the experimental procedures and subjects 

and the events and participants in a natural situation to 

wl"li ch conclusions may be generalized. For example, an 

engineer may construct a small model of a bridge to use in 

IImin:i.atun~" e>:periments to test a nel'J design princ:i.ple. 

Similarly, the mock-jury is designed to imitate many aspects 

o·f a real jury, permitting experimental results to be 

generalized, with caution, to actual jUI~y behavi C:lr" Some 

COL\l~ts have begun to recognize the usefulness:. of e~·:p(~r·i mental 

simulations as having implications for legal procedures and 

legal policies. For example, some opinions by Supreme Court 

members have cited social science findings, with approval, as 

c:\ bas:Ls for reachinl;;! decisions con(:el~ning jl.lry size «~JillialTls 

v. Florida. 1970; Colgrove v. Battin, 1973; Ballew v. Georgia, 

1978), jury decision rule (Johnson V. Louisiana, 1972; APodaca 

al .. 1972; Burch et al. V. Louisiana. 1979). and 
_."'''''''''--''._--'''--.'',= "~-~,-,,.,----. . 

v. Ol~egon!, 

other courts have considered social science results when 

eval uat.i ng other jury procedures, for example the death 

qualification precess used in trials involving capital crimes 

(e.g., Hovey v. Superior Court. of Alameda County, 1980). 

The mock-jury method seems to be particularly appropriate 

for the stUdy of the effects of variations in the method by 

which the trial judge instructs the jury on jury performance. 

Fj.l~st, concer'ns o·f internal yalj. di ty and constr·uct val i dii:y 

can be dealt with very directly by carefully designing the 
T 

e~:perimental method and by taking care to match the 

experimental procedures (e.g., method of instruction) in exact 
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detai J. to the methods that wOlllel ~c·t 1·' b ::l • <:!, .Lla ... y e usee :L n ''"e,:"Il 

Second, there are a host of issues that are raised 

by considering the generalizability of results from the 

si mul ati or1 or mocl~.-j'LI1~\Y -~Lld\'1 ttl ~ ;;;>\. • 0 eRC .Lla COUI~·CI~oom se·t:·U. ngs. 

eValuating generalizability involves a 

<a) identification of the phenomenon of 

in the mock-jury study (typically the phenomenon is 

an obtained difference or no difference in behavior observed 

that -I.:he 

e}q::lel~ilTl(:H1t;:\l tl'"e,-atmt-:mts al~e l:CHnpareel);; (b) assel~t:ing 

phen(::lmenon ~.Jil1 also obtain in the n;!aJ. E>e"l:ting;i (c) 

evaluating this assertion by attempting to generate 

f Of' non-generalization. L<Jhen an argument for 

generalization fl~oln In~(-_I~ .. -.J·l.I-)1 ~(~ l~e.,l ~ ., ~J = jury survives this 

critical evaluation, a strong case for generalizability has 

been established. In most evaluations the critical phase of 

the analYSis fCJcLlses on di.fferences between aspects of the 

simUlation and aspects of the actual task. For example, one 

mi ('l"1i: -1:-''1 tC1 J i tl 
• I .- eva.ua:e ',e generali,zability of a result that 

jl.ll~ors -f avol~:l ng an I.InpOl::lul c:\i~ VJ'. (=>_bJpO'; nt 1 1 'I 1 r ~ are ess ~<e y to 

express themselves in deliberation if the jury is instructed 

to uS€:? e .'. J. ~ majOrley ru e to reach a verdict rather than a 

unan:i.mii.~y rule in reaching a verdict. One might raise 

critical comments on the generalizability of this result of 

the following sorts: (a) Are the subjects in the mock-jury 

t"\naJ. ogous in slJci al ba"""g-oLln J d I . • ..:.r: .• , CI!, emC)gl~ap,J.C ch;aractel'"istic:s:r 

etc., to jurors in actual jury pools? (b) Was the trial 

stimulus material used in the mock-jury study comparable to a 

' .. ----....---::-
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trial that might actually occur in a courtroom with reference 

to characteristics such as the number of witnesses, attorney 

t t' 4udge"s instructions, and so forth? (c) Were the 'ac',lcs! .... 

circumstances under which, the trial waS viewed comparable to 

those under which a real trial would occur, for example, was 

the sc.l.mu LIS ·","'l.a, •• •. 1 t' J ~_'hown on a videotape that restricted the 

mock-juror"s field of view? (d) Did mock-jurors, knowi"g they 

were under observ~tion by the researchers, act in a manner 

that differed from their behavior in actual jury rooms where 

deliberation is in secret? Ce) Do mock-jurors, knowing that 

their decision Will not affect the fate of an actual 

defendant, act in a manner that differs from the behavior of 

actual juries faced with the grave consequences o'r their 

decision? 

If consider possibility of 

conclusions about jury·s reactions to changes in the manner in 

. t t' ;:>1"'''-''' pr·~"c::.el .... ted ·r..'··,....''''I' ·t(..le mlock-.iLlI"'y which jUdge"s lns~rUC'lons g ~ ~_, r ~"! I - J 

situation to actual jury situations the prospects are quite 

It is difficult to think of reasons why if a 

I d ' ff" It with one aspect of the instructions mock-jUl"'y ,a!:; :1.' ·lCL\.',y 

with one aspect of the procedure by Which the instructions 

t 1 l'n &:\ mocl;.-J'Llry situation that this result would a,'"e pI'"esen ec _ r 

t tl I · F~.~ a'I~,ample, if it turns out not generalize -0 ,e rea Jury. • ~ 

that mock-juries have extreme difficulty comprehending the 

instructions concerning self-defense rights in a 

murder trial, it is hard not to believe that the same would be 

true in an actual jury. Similarly, if it were found that 

instructions improve the jury's performance (for 

example, by reducing errors during diSCUssion) in a mock-jury 

sit Lli:\'!: i on , is hard to doubt that the same effec~ Jd t. 
I.. wot.\. ,:is 

true for a real jury. Therefore, while we do not deny the 

importance of alternate research methods to study the jUry's 

use ·1::I'"ial. "Idg" . J C· 
.J'- "e's lnSI:rt.lC· 10ns, the mock-jt.lI"'y mE-?thod doe!s 

sev=m to be an eminently suitable method to study the effects 

of variations in instructions on performance. 

Experimental Procedures 

Overview of the Procedure. The experiment was conducted 

in 1:he I'Hddlese~·( Cl1unt" Llrtl ' 
•• i' co ",ouse USl ng '.'oJ, Lin tee,'" jelror's 

sampled from the Superior Court jury pool. (this search could 

not hav.e be.'i ~ondLI-.t~,_(:/ ~l·th~'lt tt 
I ~ • ~ ~~ ',e generous support and 

etSSi stance o'f the Massachusp.t·{:c::. S1'~~e eM' 
- '.C;\ I. wL.lp""r 1 c.r 

Office of the Jury CommiSSioner for Middlesex County, and the 

staff of the Middlesex County jury officers. In particular, 
we 

are indebted to the jury pool officers of Middlesex County, 

Joe Romanow and hi s sta·ff inti Ivi' dd' C . . ,e,l.. .1. ese)·( .... Qunty JLII"'Y 

Commissioner's Office, and Hon. Robert J. Hallisey and Hon. 

Joseph Mitchell from the Massachusetts State Superior Court.) 

During the months in Which the study was conducted (January, 

1979, through August, 1979) researchers asked members of the 

jury pool to volunteer to participate in the research. The 

jury pool in Middlesex County during 1979 operated on a 

one-day one-trial basis so that each morning, on typical. jury 

serVice days, a new pool of 100 to 150 jurQrs was available to 
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the researchers. Participation in the research was on a 

volunteer basis although there were few differences between 

the sample of volunteers with reference to their demographic 

or background characteristics and jurors who remained in the 

The sample of typically 20 to 25 volunteers was 

taken to a courtroom and shown a filmed reenactment of an 

armed-robbery trial. At the end of the film 6 jurors out of 

the 20 were selected to deliberate as a mock-jury and the 

remainder were excused from the research. The 6 jurors were 

provided with lunch and asked to begin deliberation and a 

videotape camera, out of their line of sight, recorded their 

del iber",d:ions. The experimental variable, manner in which the 

instructions were given, was varied at random 50 that each 

group of 6 mock-jurors had an equal chance of receiving any 

one Df five experimental treatments. The f i V.;e trea·tments 

were~ 
(a) the normal post-evidence oral instructl,ons from the 

(b) the normal procedure with the addition Df a 

written copy of the judge"s oral instructions sent to the 

del ibera'l:i on room wi ttl the .Jul~Y!l Cd the normal pl"'ocedure \<'Jit.h 

the addition of a set of special questions that accompanied 

the jury into deliberation; (d) the normal procedure with one 

change, an oral precharge that preceded the evidence in the 

tri al ; (e) the normal procedure with the change that jurors 

were provided with notebooks and instructed that they had the 

option of taking written notes during the presentation of 

evidence qr judge's instructions that were to accompany them 

into deliberation. 

-------~------------------------'---- -
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At the -_J1cl of th d '[' ~ : e .e.lberation jurors were asked to 

complete a short questionnaire which asked them to answer 

quest:i.ons concerr.\ng their perceptions of the stimulus trial r.:. , 

the deliberation process, the other jurors with whom they had 

deliberated, and provide inf~"'mation about their personal 

b.::tckgy·oLlnds. The jury deliberations were terminated whenever 

a mock-J'ury rQ~.·(=hID_(_-1 r.:D LI11ar·!·.·.lnOLI-··· (6 ) ~m_ • • = -person verdict or when 

day of ser-vi ce as jurors was ended (at approximately 

5=00 in the afternoon). 

upper limit on deliberation time of approximately two 

hOLu"'s. A ~ajority of the experimental juries rendered 

verdicts within that time period but approximately one-third 

of the deliberations were terminated before a verdict could be 

J"'eached or before the mock-juries declared themselves 

irrevocably deadlocked. 

S-l:i mLll LlE5 TI'"j, a1 • A videotaped of an 

armed-robbery trial 

produced from extensive notes made in the original trial. The 

judge from the original trial (Hon. David Nelson) and two 

1::lIMac:tir.:ing a'l:tOJ""1e)/S (J I -r l . ~ osep 1 l"'aVC1I .. 3. ne and R:i. ~dl.y 1<1 ei m~lnn) 

portrayed the trial judge and the attorneys in the videotape. 

The parts of supe,'"m-.r1tei: E~.mployeec_~, tl ~ r. _ • "1e defendant, and the 

defendant"s friend were played by amateur actors and the 

investigating (:;)ff i cer filled by a Cambridge 

policeman. The film was previewed by a group of attorneys and 

judges and high for realism and 

representativeness (representative of a typical serious felony 
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trial). The filfu including the judge"s instructions at the 

end of the trial played approximately ninety minutes. The 

addition of precharge 

experimental treatments) extended the duration by another 

tlNenty minutes .. A transcript of the stimulus film including 

pre- and post-instructions is included as an appendix to this 

repor"t « 

Experimental Subject~. Volunteers to participate in the 

research were obtained from the Superior Court jury pool in 

Middlesex County. Massachusetts. A summary of the demographic 

of the volunteers is provided in Table 

There were no significant di fferences ·t:C) 

demographic characteristics such as sex, area of residence, 

and occupation c~tegory for the jurors who volunteered to 

participate as compared to the jurors in the larger jury pool. 

We should note that Middlesex County jurors are residents of 

moderately wealthy suburbs on the north side of Boston. These 

jurors are also somewhat better educated than the typical 

juror in MassachUsetts, or probably in other jurisdictions. 

They are also drawn from somewhat higher status OccuPQtional 

categori es. 

Experimental Treatments. The following notes summarize 

the conditions that were applied to produce each of the five 

experimental treatments. 

The normal post-eVidence instruction (control) 

treatment. The judge"s instructions following the 

evidence and the attorneys' closing arguments in the 
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are IJresented as pc:~r't of thl-_' •. ppencll',V, t -" ·ransl:'~i p'!:::i C)f1 

the vi de01:aped These were the typical 

:t nstn,u:ti ons wc)ul cl ~Ji ven 

armed-robbery trial. They were presented by the trial 

judge and lasted approximately twenty minutes. 

2. Written instructions. The written instructions 

wer-e sen't to" h d]' t '\ . : e e.1Jera:lon room were a slightly 

t?di ted version of the judge"s oral instructions and they 

are included in Exhibit Methods-2. These instructions 

accl::lmpan',L f!ld 'tl-,,,,,_, J'LIF'Cl''''!;'' l' nto d 'l'! t ' t' ~. .-, .~.. ._, e, :ll;)el"'«':,\,~l on so 11«1\\ I: jl.lrOI"s. 

cOLll d f,"'eely to any IJart~ o,f th . \d • - .. e .J L 9E:1' S 

instructions about which they h,·_lj t· 
-I ql.\es':l C)),15;" 

3. Special questions. The set of special questions 

that were s~r1t l'li'tCI J l'b t· 'th -" . oe 1 era lon Wl· the mock-jury is 

included as display Methods-3. It is unfortunate that 

the stimUlus trial and the accompanying armed-robbery 

chal"'ge did not produce a very complex sequence of 

questi IJns tel prov:i de to the '\W''1 . t t ~ J. as an 1n erroga.ory .. 

Thus, it is plausible that the failure to find effects of 

the special questions treatment (to be reviewed in the 

reGults section of this report) may not generalize to 

more complex matters in which the sequence of issues 

considered in deliberat~on is defined and controlled by 

the special questions. Only three, rather 

qi..lestions I>'JEW'e PLlt to the jurj,es ;'11 this 

-treatment~ Cs) Did a robbery occur? (b) Was it an armed 

robbery or an unarmed robbery? (c) Was the defendant the 
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person who committed the crime? 

The oral precharge that was 

t . tefl' ftl"} of tt1L~ e:':perilnental sLlbjects is presen.eo 0 on - & 

I: 't,: tl t ~l' "'1 PI"OV:i. ded as ' J d ~d 1.'11 the "ranscrJ,p - 0 ·.le -I. C\ :Lnc . u (:. 

appendi l'( to this The precharge 

C'lp PI"' 0>: i matel y fi.fteen minutes and provided a quick 

summary of the substantive issues concerning the charge 

(el emen-l:s of the cl~i mes) as well as procedural 

instructions concerning standard of proof, presumption of 

innocence, evaluation of credibility, and so forth. 

Jurors' handwritten notes. In this condition 

the trial judge finished his instructions by noting that 

SHch 'juror t-Joulc! be Fwovided ~'J:ith a blank not,ebool·:; and 

wr;i. ting t d Id consider it his or her i mpJ. emen'· s an COLI .. 

op'tion 0 .ar~e Io'Jrl':-t t I -' I ten no·t,es at any pDi nt dl.U'"i ng the 

A d that these notes would accompany the jurors n, ~ 

into dell era'lon as a = 'b t' n D:L'd to their performance in 

reaching a decision. Then th~ researchers distributed 

notebooks to all mock-jurors just before they were shown 

the videotaped trial. Jurors who deliberated in this 

t t 'll VIed to take these notebooks to the trea melT. were .;\. 0 f -::. • 

deliberation room with them and to refer to them 

throughout deliberation. Display Methods-4 includes seme 

examples of han wrl.cen d 't J
· rlotes that .J-LII"'OI'"S '[:001-:: into 

deliberation with them. 
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Post Deliberation Questionnaire 

At the end of deliberation all mock-jurors were asked to 

complete a questionnaire, individually. A copy of that 

questionnaire is included as an appendix to this report. As 

can be seen, the questionnaire includes questions about the 

trial and the deliberation process, satisfaction with the 

verdict, the juror"s background and previous experience as a 

juror, some memory questions to test the juror"s recall ~f 

the jUdge"s instructions and from the 

tes·I~.i monY!1 and questions about the juror"s perceptions of the 

other jurors during deliberation. 

J ~ 
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could be collected. These constraints were introduced by 

limitations on the budget for the project and we strongly 

I~esul ts recommend that future funding of realistic mock-jury research 

be at a higher rate than for the present project. We will 

The analysis of the data from the mock-jury experiment is report F statistics and t statistics throughout this report 

summar:izf2d in a se,~ie.s o'f t'~bl=c::; '"'n 'I:h= follolJl'ng p g':::.<= "" c, ,= ,_.J "" , a __ ~ • with a!5soc::i ated p,~obabi I i ty :I. evel 5;;!1 i ncl udi n!;! 

There SiN basic tables of results: (a) A table corrections for multiole significance tec::;'t;, rIg" 'l-h'<= d I' - • l, _. p,~oce llI~e 

sl-lmmari zing the outcomes of deliberation and the major is defensible as a method for identifying major differences 

features of deliberation behavior for the jury considered as a created by experimental treatments in the conditions under 

gr'oup 11 (b) a table summarizing the types of remarks made si.~udy " Furthermore, the results are relevant for legal policy 

during discussion; (c) a table summarizing the references to and it is i mpol~tant not to "undel~-rel::lo""'1: II syc::'t Inat''''' II I . I _, _~ e t J, ~_ ': ~enc s 1 n 

testimonial or evidentiary material presented at trial; (d) a the data. Of course, the replicability of the major results 

table summarizing references to the legal issues raised in the obtained is somewhat lower than the, uncorrected, significance 

trial judge's instructions; (e) a table summarizing jurors' levels might indicate" 

ratings of the deliberation process collected after the 

deliberation was concluded~ (f) a table summarizing jurors' Major Characteristics of Jury Performance 

memory for information from the t~ial, including both judge's Table Results-l summarizes the major characteristics of 

instructions and testimonial information. '(:he behavi or of the 'UI~'I '~s ' I' 1 ' ,I" - J ,~ d groLp In reacllng a cecls10n. 

Conventional analysis of variance statistics were used to The upper panel in the table tabulates the verdicts reached by 

assess the reliability or Significance of the experimental juries under the different instruction treatment conditions 

results summarized in this section of the paper. and there are no statistically reliable effects of treatment 

the power of these significance tmsts appears to have been condition on verdict reached. We should note that the large 

rather low and few results reach conventional levels of nwnber o'f "hung" jl-\l~ie5; is misleiading bf?cal-Ise jl-tr~es that 

Significance (p < .05 or p < .01) when corrections for reached the end of one working day without reaching a verdict 

multiple significance testing are included in the analysis. WeI"'!,? I abel ed "111.Ing" 'for- PW"pc)ses of summt'::\I'''y i f'l thi 5 tabl e .. In 

This is probably due to the restrictions on sample size fact very few juries declared themselves deadlocked, received 

cn':,>ated by l:i,mib:i on the nl-!mbsr of months dud,ng which data the judge" s i nsb'-ucti on to deadl oc].::!,;)d jl-ll~i ss ("Tt,ley charg!-?II), 
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and then finally declared themselves deadlocked again. The the total partiCipation time was lowest acrpss the six jurors. 
',:.. 

·freqLlent:i e5 o·f jUI~i es endi ng in thi 5 lI'b~ue" deadlocked state However, the difference across instruction t~~~tments in the 

is summarized at the bottom of the table and there are no more Variance mea5w'"e was not significant. Thus, we cannot 

than two of these jLwi es in any 'l:"-I:-~atment concli tl on. conClude that there was differential partiCipation as a 

The numbers in parentheses in the upper panel of the function of the manner in which instructions were delivered. 

table indicate the average deliberation times required by This result is relevant to one issue raised in our review of 

juries reaching verdicts or ending deliberation declared hung. the pros and cons for each of the instruction methods, namely, 

Again, there is no significant effect of instruction treatment 'l:he hypothesis that the use of handwritten notes will 

on time to render a verdict or to be classified as hung. A introduce a greater disparity among individual participation 

two--Wc:ty analysis I",tas perfol'-med on the deU.beratiotl time data rates and increase the influence of better educated jurors on 

and a significant effect of verdi~t was obtained from this more poorly educated jurors. It should be noted that the 

analysis, with not-guilty verdicts the shortest (61 minutes on measure is greatest in the handwritten notes 

·the verdicts ('71 tn?atment, indicating that the disparity is greatest in this 

minutes), and llhung" verdicts the longest c::cmditior'l. Of course. the nonsignificance of the statistical 

(Ft2,30J - 3.83, P (.03). test prohibits us from claiming that this result is general, 

The next line of entries ~n the table, average total or even repeatable under similar circumstances. 

number of coded entries, is another measure of deliberation The next line in the table is a summary of the speaking 

time or volume. As with the more direct measure, deliberation rates for jurors deliberating under the five instruction 

time in minutes, there was no effect of instruction treatment treatment conditions. This measure was significantly affected 

by instruction treatment (Ft4,48J - 2.46, P < .05). The 

The variance in juror particip§'!:ion measure is an index highest discussion rates occurred for precharge and special 

of equality of participation during deliberation. The small er' question instruction conditions and the lowest for the control 

the variance number, the more equal individual deliberation condition and the handwritten notes condition. T-tests showed 

pal""ti ci pati on del i benation ( . 
,1 n 'fE II !' the less 'l:ha'\: the handwritten notes and control conditions were 

By this measure, the control significantly lower in discussion ra'l:es than the precharge and 

i nstn.l.cti on treatment pl'"odup:d the most II eqLlal" parti ci pa'U on special questions conditions. The lower speaking rate in the 

rates across the six jurors. That is, variance in percent of 
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examination of the quality of delibe~ation in this treatment. 

Jurors spent a considerable amount of time consulting their 

notes rather than talking to other jurors when handwritten 

notes were available. 

Another measure, reported in table Results-2, reflects 

th F' d' f I,' h rmte r of p~rticipation in the special e '. 1 n 1 ng 0' 1 g I ~., ~ , .. \ 

questions condition. This i~;; the meaSL\l~e of "gl"'(:JLlP OL\tbL.II~stS" 

during discussion and it is an index of the frequency with 

whi ch mOI"'e ttlan three juron; attempted ·to enggQ!:?· in di scus~:;i on 

simultaneously. The;) onl y gl"'oup outbL\l"'st. cCldes observed in the 

entil~e e}(pel~i ment in the special ql.lesti ons 

instruction condition. 

The last set of entries in the Results-i table includes 

measures of the latency of jurors' expressions of their votes 

d " t The first measure is the average for the alternate vel'" IC s. 

minute at which a first vote was taken (for juries that took 

J t one yote) and the second set of entries is a measure at .eas-

of the minute by which all jurors had expressed a verdict 

preference (again, for juries in which all jurors finally did 

publicly e)'(pres$ a verdict p~eference). 

provide an important index of voting and verdict expression 

behavior, but they are not affected by the instruction 

treatment vari~tion" 

Coding the Contents of Deliberation 

One of the distinctive characteristics of the resea~ch we 

have conducted is the extent to which the detailed contents of 

'. 

"" 

" 
deliberation discussion are captured in our observational 

coding system" As noted above, videotapes were made of each 

of the mock-jury deliberations and those tapes were watched by 

trained observers who coded the contents of each remark made 

by all jurors during discussion into a set of numerical codes. 

A summary of the numerical code system is included as an 

appendix to this report. To summarize, every time a juror 

made B comment or remark during discussion it was coded into a 

fOUr-variable coding record. The first variable in the code 

indicated the number of the juror with numbers assigned 

according to location at the deliberation table <Number 1 = 

-foreman) . 

The second variable noted the content of the remark with 

reference to the fUnction it performed in the discussion. For 

example, remarks were typed according to whether they were a 

sta·l:em(~n·t conveying i f'l·formati on!, question requesting 

i nfol'"mati on!, a direction to the group (a suggestion as to an 

C:)I"'gal1 i:e at i onal procedure, e.g., "Let's take tit vote")!, a 

stat.ement that was in error, a statement of verdict 

preference, and so forth. This variable also was used to code 

the occurrence of certain procedural events such as a request 

by the jury for fUrther instruction by the trial judge or the 

presentati on of the I1Tuey charge" i nstrLlcti on '[:0 deadlocked 

jLu"'ies. 

The third variable represented the portion of testimony 

codes"). Thus, for example, references to events during the 
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r'obbery, d l'J1VI~=tl'gla_t',L'J1g ~he robber''!, police proce ure -- a ~ 
the 

, of the perQetrator, a witness· s 
nature of the descriptlon r 

abi li ty to remember information about which he or she 

'f' d etc"., were captured u$ing this code. 'test), 1 e " 

The fourth vl':\ri abl e indicated the legal issue or 

procedural 
r d J',n the J~~(11~rkl,', in siml~le terms, matter re~erence - = = 

these codes indiciirced r'e'Ference.s ,to the judge:' s instr-t.lctiC'.H1s .. 

Thus!, I discussion of witness credibility, proper ,for e;-lamp e, 

identification procedures, elements of the crimes, verdicts, 

(S.LICh as the I"'easonable dOLlbt standa'"d, 
procedural standards 

presump'U on of innocence, or reasonable inference proceddres, 

e'cc.) WP.~"d captL\I~ed LISi ng these codes. 

but, 

, d ~p=_.~lt,e· ~nd a type code could be asslgne a _ ~- I a 

of course, not every remark included references to both 

. d 1 1 <,J'l_ldge"· l'n-truction) materia~~ an ega --(testimony) 

When a remark did not include a citation of 

contents f tJ V._!J~l'Bbles a zero code was used to coded by one 0 .• 1e ,- "" 

indicate the non-reference. 

Several o'f the deliberation recordings were coded by two 

trained coders and reliability estimates were calculated based 

on the inter-coder agr-eement. Intercorrelations 

respectably high when indexed by Pearson product-moment 

correlation statistics (in the .70·s and .80'5) and they were 

also reasonably high when agreement was indexed using Cohen"s 

'-' ." <v"'_l ues in the ,,50' s tC) .70· s) • r:;,appl:' '", 

Th~: tables Results-2, Results-3, and Results-4 contain 

summal'- i es of J d -J,l'beration contents as coded according to i: 1e '"' 

~"Y'f .p '\1111\'~;:>-:::-1~,::;:;>~.~~:':':::~::!:",~:,::::r·::::,: w=::-::" 

.. the system described above. 

Deliberation Contentsl Classified by Functional Type of Remark 

The table Results-2 contains tabulations of remarks made 

during deliberation according to their fUnction in discussion 

convElyi ng i nfol~mati on, l'::Iskj,ng 

directing the group to take an action, a statement in error. 

anel The first three rows in Results-2 summarize 

the major categories of deliberation content. None of the 

F-test statistics indicated significant differences across the 

five instruction treatment conditions. T-tests (with p's less 

than • 10) indicated that the handwritten notes condition 

included fewer organizational remarks than the precharge or 

written instruction conditions. 

The next t~ree lines summarize the errors jurors made 

during deliberation and corrections of those errors. 

of 'fect in referencing material presented as 

testimony) , errors of relation (errors relating the law to the 

tesi:i mony) :' <:1nd con~ed:i ons of both 'I:ypes C'J-t. en~ors ("tere not 

significantly by variations in the instruction 

treatment. However, the proportion of errors corrected during 

discussion ranging from .66 in the control condition to .29 in 

the handwritten notes condition did show a significant effect 

In particular, these two treatments control and 

notes were significantly different (t [48J ~ 2.38, 

p <: .(2) • This suggests that although errors were not 

occurring at a significantly higher rate in the handwritten 
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notes condition than in other experimental conditions, the 

at which those errors were corrected was somewhat 

le5sened (the probability of correcting an error in the 

handwritten note5 condition was less than half the probability 

of correcting an error in the control condition). The 

implication is that errors, once introduced into discussion, 

were less likely to be corrected in the handwritten notes 

condition than in the control condition. 

The remaining measures of functional types of remarks and 

d J 'b t' vents pl~esent-d l'n ~~ble Result5-2 were not e,l era-lon e ~ _ ~ ~~ 

significantly affected by variations in the method whereby 

instructions were presented. 

Discussion Content; References to Information Presented as 

Testimony 

Table Results-3 provides a 5ummary of jurors' references 

to information presented as testimony or evidence during the 

'trial. The fact information categories tabulating references 

to police procedures showed differences as a fUnction of 

instruction condition. For some reason, discussion of police 

procedure \NaS much hi gher' in the: control condition 

deliberations than in any of the other four experimental 

treatment conditions. Both of the relevant F-statistics were 

si gni 'fi cant.. 

Fact category codes were also used to capture general 

references to legal procedure and to the jurors' duties as 

Olltl i ned in i nstrLlcti ons presen'ted '.1:0 a 11, jLl,~or·s at the 

beginning of their day's servl'ca", 1J 
& ',e variable summarizing 

i:o general legal procedures also showed a 
5i gn:L f :i, c,-:mt 

effect of instruction condition with references to 

procedure much higher in the precharge and handwritten notes 

conditic)n~ __ (F [4 48J ., " -~;:: 2 .. 7711 P -::: .(3) .. 

f-l final significant effect of instruction d't con 1· ions Wc';\S 
obt:ad. ned On the mf=""",::t. LII""'", .J, :::.b(,_"',',l (''':':cl "vo~ . f I, II l.. 

..., "' .... "":" \::L ng ac'c'S WI J:i ch cap t Ltl"'(:;!d 

primarily references to 
procedures that should be adopted by 

the particular jury in taking votes. 
Here the handwritten 

notes instruction condition 'lei d 
Yle e a mUch lower rate of 

di SCLlssi on 
voting procedLlre= tl'~rl ~ny of - "" "" the o'cher 

instruction conditions (F C4,48J = 2.81, p < .. (1). 
Al thOLt~Jh 

not 
significant, another variable measuring the frequency with 

votes were taken (tabulated in table ResLllts-2) 
indi(:ated 

that the voting rate was lower in the handWritten 

notes condition 
than in any of the other experimental 

(however, it 

statistical analysis). 

was not a significant effect in the 

None of the other dependent variable 
mea5L\,'"es of discussion reference= t,o t t' - eS-lmony or evidentiary 
mertel'· i a1 

Yielded significant effects of the experimental 

mani pul at:i on. 

DiSCUSSion Contents: Reference5 to Legsl Issues Cited in the 

Judge~s Instructions 

Table prov:i,des tabulations of 
t"'efet'"ences to materi ,':,\1 presented in the trial jUdge's 

instructions on the law -nd ~h d 
"" "Eo proce llres the jLlI~y t-\tas 'Co 
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follow in deliberation. The first set of variables in the twice as high in the precharge instruction condition than in 

table is concerned with measures of referencee to the judge's other instruction treatments. 

discussion of witness credibility_ No differences among the The armed robbery plus robbery event variable, was a 

condj, ti ons ~::rt:,C3 .. t: i st i call y tabulation of discussion among jurors concerning whether or 

s:i gn1 f i card: ~ not the crime constituted an armed robbery or an unarmed 

The next set of variablee is concerned with the judgePs l"'obber'y .. This val"' i ab J. e was significantly affected by 

presentation of eubstantive~ statutory issues, primarily his instruction condition (F' C1.I·,48J - ;~~. 7:::;;, p < .. (1) and 'the 

definitions of the crime charges relevant to the jury's si gn j. f:l c:.:mt effect was clearly produced by the elevated 

deci si (::In,, The di SCl.lssibn of this relationship in the special question 

faci:ors yieldsd significant effects of the instruction instruction condition" DiSCUSSion in the special question 

treatment condition manipulation CF C4~48J - 2.65, P < .04; F condition appeared to occur at four times the volume that it 

C4,48J = 2,,38, p < .05, respectivsly)" The pattern of occurred in any of the other instruction treatments. However, 

individual t-tests is not perfectly consietent from the this effect should probably be ignored, as a close examination 

discUssion variable to the reference variable, although it of the data revealed that it was produced by a single aberrant 

seems that discussion of verdict category definitions occurred jury (technically speaking, an outlier) and so the mean value 

with relatively greater frequency in the special question and (38.4) is probably not typical of juries under the special 

handwritten notes conditions. question instruction. The last set of variables in table 

The next set of dependent veriablres measures the jury's Results-4 measures the extent to which jurors made statements 

discueeion of procedural matters, such as the standard of in which both facts (references to evidentiary material) and 

proof, presumption of innocence, nature of allowed inferences, issues (references to material in the judge"s instructions) 

and admissibility of evidence. Discussion of the reasonable were cbmbined in a single remark.. Three of these variables 

doubt standard varisd across experimental treatments (P [4,48J showed si gn i f i can't: effects of the instruction condition 

2.58~ p < .05) with the distinctly lowest level of manipl..Ilation. The first was a measw~e of the frequency with 

discussion OCCLtI'Ti ng in the contl"'ol condition" The whi ch factl.lal (evidentiary) material was cited in the same 

preeumption of innocence was also discuesed at differing rates with material concerning the definitions of the 

in different ins'!:rLlctioI1 conditions (F [4,48J :::; :;.~.22, P < .(2) 01"' verdicts (F [4,48J - 2.73, p ( .03). An 

with a clear effect such that discussion rates were almost of pairwise t-tests revealed that the major 



difference underlying this effect was the very low rate of 

such remarks in the special question instruction condition. 

This result is quite plausible in that the special questions 

decision tree may have eliminated the need to consider verdict 

eld:ensi vel y in discussion and focused jurors' 

attention on the fact issues by themselves or the verdict 

definitions considered alone. 

The second factor that yielded a significant effect was a .l 

measure of the frequency with which factual (evidentiary) 

references occurred in the same remarks as references to 

procedural issues (e.g., standard of proof, presumption of 

innocence, e'l:c., ) (F [4,48J = 2.57, p < .(5). TIlis result 

appears to have been produced by the relatively low rate of 

such remarks in the written instruction condition. o L.t 1'. 

impressi on from observi ng the del i berat:;, on tapes is; that 

discussion of these types of procedural issues was always at a 

relatively low rate in the written instruction condition. 

Discussion was replaced by a few, relatively brief, references 

to the written instruction sheet. In fact, we consider this 

effed: (apparently low rates of discussion of procedural 

issLtes) a positive sign as confusion concerning these issues 

e:1ppeared· to be very low during d:i,scussion in the I .... wit.t.en 

instruction juries. 

Finally, t:he numb(=r of I'"emarks that included bo'l:h a 00 

fact code and a 00 issue code was affected by the instruction 

condition treatments CF [4,48J = 3.01. p < .03). The 

frequencies of occurrence of the 00-00 code were relatively 
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high in the special question and handwritten notes condition 

and were lowest ' lh 
3, n ': Ie cr,:m'!:t'"ol ccmd:i, ti on" Thi s ,'"esL.tl t h,,:\s 

negative implications for the quality of deliberation in the 

special question and handwritten notes condition. The 00-00 

is a code that was a~plied clll'ef'Ly I: f::l 
I" .,,' 0 con"L,tS(~C', 

o,~ incomprehensible remarks produced by jurors 

during diSCUSSion. /-'/i gh ,"atr.=>s o'f 'I: 1'1 eo,e. typ=,,,,,- ("'.·f I' "" - <;,-., r~?ma,~ '::s :t n .5\ 

t.l~e'::ttmeni: 

Jurors' Postdeliberation Questionnaire Ratings 

of 

l:Jostcjelibe,~ai:';,orl ,'"a'l-.l·,n,::!'''' of tl d l'b t' • ~~ ·1e e 1 era.lon process and the 

!St i mLll LiS The first six variables in this table 

summarize J"ltl"OI'"S' \/J'ew- f I 
,'.:::> o· major claracteristics of the 

delibel"ation pr·ocsss,'.' for e"am 1 
• H. P etl How difficult was it to 

reach a decision? How confident is the juror that the jury 

reached a correct verdi~t~.' .n~.1 ·0 ~orth. ~ ~ ~ ~ T The manipulation of 

instruction ·tl~e·'l:mell'l:""- d' :I t ff ~ ~'"' - 1 r. no a' ec'c any of 'these fflec;\SLlI'"f?S. 

would like to note, as an argument for the validity of 

experimental method, that jurors' ratings of thoroughness 

and seriousness were uniformly high on the average, about 7.8 

on a 9 point scale. 

Jurors were asked to ''"ate t~l'= (-"" i . J I,,,, -""r.::a1nl:)I 

satisfy the beyond reasonable doubt standard of proof and 

'l:hese 

.76 

ratings indicated that the average jUrer believed that a 

probability, or 76 chances out of a hundred, was the level 
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prescribed bv the standal~d o~ plroof. , T We would like to note 

on 

level is very close to the values obtained by Simon 

Mahan (1971) who obtained a value corresponding to about .79 

OUIl- scale. 

The variable in the tabJ,= ,~,c.. f ~ • - a measure 0" the degree 

to which jurors felt that other jurors on their jury were 

biased or prejudiced when evaluating the evidence to decide 

th(= Ciase" This measure bJ,5.~ sl'gnl'fl'~a tl ff t d • ,-,-, .', ,,- n·, y i:\' ec··e by thE) 

instruction condition manipulation (F [4,48J = 2.41, P ( .05) 

t-Ji th jurors in' the cor/tlrol condi ti on bei n<;'J i ncl i ned to see 

or prej'udice in the~p 'fel,l.ow j'LII"'OI"'S •• at a higher rate than 

jurors in any of the other experimental treatment conditions. 

The next variable in the table is a measure of the extent 

to whi dl jl-tlMors fel t ',r ,':1t tl1e end elf d=ll' hl!"I"" ,{ J' tl t: th •• ,<;;;" '" a.:,on, '1a' ,. ey 

sti 11 had arguments in mind tl1~t h»d no·t b 'd . Q,;;, een II-alse J,n 

di SCLlssi on but 'tha't r.::.110LI,'l ci ~ b - I,ave een raised in discussion. 

The effect of instruction condition treatment on this variable 

reached marginal levels of significance (F [4,48l = 2.10, p ( 

" l. 0) " T-tests revealed that the written instruction condition 

produced of these feelings that important arguments had 

hot been expressed, than the precharge or control group 

instruction conditions. 

The new!: set of ,."" . bI ' th t v_rla es in e 'able measures jurors' 

reactions to the stimulus trial materials and to the attorneys 

and judge in the stimulus trial. There were no differential 

effects of the instrlJctl'on d't' t: con l 10n 'reatments on any of 

these meaSLlres. 
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Three measures were provided of jurors reactions to the 

,!: II- i c:\ 1 judge"s instructions. Measures of fairness of 

instructions and clarity of the instructions d:i d not shc)vJ 

effects of the instruction condition treatments. 

t:l,f hel pfl.tl n('?ss of the instructions showed a 

significant effect (F [4,48J - 2.65, P ( .05) with the written 

instruction condition rated as most positive on this factor 

closely followed by the control condition. We would note that 

th~? C I al"'.:i t: y ratings showed a similar pattern 

(although not significant) such that control and written 

i nstn.lcti on conc!itiom:..; higher the other' 

experimental treatment conditions. 

The f:Lnal I"'ating summarized in table Results-5 provides 

jurors" ratings of the special decision aids provided in the 

i nstrw:t i <:)I1!1 special question, and handwritten notes 

condi t:i:ons. Although <::If"lal )lsi s 

statis,tics, dj,d not find' a significant effect distinguishing 

among the three treatment decision aids with reference to 

th~ill- Llsefulness, t-·tes~t:s showed the written 

:i, ns1:rLlc'!:,i on condition rated significantly more useful than the 

handwritten notes. This result could have important policy 

implications, and it accords with our impressions based on 

viewing the videotape recordings of deliberation. The written 

i nstl"'t,lc::t::i. on decision aid appeared to be used effectively and 

eC.luitabl v to ,"'esolve di'ffc.~"I'·ences c"f .. '1] '"' -- ~ oplnlon among 

concerning substantive and procedural issuesw However, the 

handwritten notes appeared to create considerable confusion 
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.. .. 
and interruption of the deliberation process and occasionally 

errors were introduced into discussion by reference to the 

not.es. 

Jurors· Memory for Trial Materials 

The results summarized in table Results-6 are based on a 

final cued recall test of jurors' memory for information from 

the judge"s instructions (e.g., their ability to correctly 

define judge's instructions concerning the elements of the· 

charges, beyond reasonable doubt assumptions, admissibility of 

evidence, etc. ) and jurol~ recall of information from 

testimony. recall of information from instructions 

meaSL.we yielded a marginally significant effect of the 

instruction treatment conditions (F [4,48J = 2.43, P < .07). 

Here recall of information from the judge's instructions was 

somewhat lower in the special questions, handwritten notes, 

and written instruction conditions as compared with the 

precharge and control conditions. This result is interesting 

because it finds the decision aids prodUced poorer individual 

memory for instruction material than the unaided decision 

conch ti ons. What the result probably indicates is that jUrors 

relied on the decision aids to provide information about the 

judge's instructions and Were not motivated to store the 

information in memory, or perhaps to rehearse it during 

del i berC'd:i on. 
T 

Overview of the Results 

------- --------~~--
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To ass:i !:5t the reader in comprehending the major results 

o'r the meck-jury study we will provide a sketch of each of the 

s>:peri mental 
condi tl on5;. These 

SL.lmlni:tl'- j. es l..,tUI 

of 

to the dependent 

include an overvj. e\o\1 of the d' t· t . ·l.S·.J.nc··,J.ve 

bf?havi cw' in eacll I: I.. I: '-I~e':'\·l..Inen·- , 

variables we ha'- •. ·L.I(nmc:~.rl·'.lm,-_d b ." - 0;' - a C:lve!1 <"::ts weJ.l 

as a short note on o L.l 1- ' , lmpresslons of the character of 

deliberation based on observations of del i ben:~ti on in 'l:he 
videotaped recordings. 

L Control Condition. Subjects in the control 

condition received arl ol~.l ' t 
Q Ins ruction from the trial 

judge following the presentation of evidence and the 

iattof~nevs:' closinc.1 c:~"'('_'I_lmr.::oll·I:c::,_ ~!! I ' . h 
J ~ ~I. ~ -- C21SVlor In t is treatment 

condition accords well with our impreSSions of jury 

mock-jury studi~5 that we have 

well as with our observations and interView 

in 

c:onduct(;?d 

results with jurors folJ.owing real jury deliberations. 

We woul (j like to 

stimulw:5 tric:\l and 

note , again !I 'I:hat jurors rated our 

the deliberation eXIJerience ~~ 'I: <;;\:::> qUI' ,e 

n:~aJ. j, S1:i t: n FUI'"'!:her-more!1 it was clear that the')' ~cc t j c:, ep -e! 

eHpe!~j, mental task and were serious and highly 

motivated when performl'n(.' ·l:hr.::ol'l~ :I ~. ~ g cueles as mock-jurors. 

Sr.)eak:i.ng rate was relatively low and discussicn 

disU,nc'l::ive in 

police procedUre. are not abJ.e to explain the high 

of 01 sCLlss:i, on o·f police procedure, but OLlr 

impression from I at h' th 
'J · .. C 1 n9 e del i berai:i on tapes lo\las that 

.--~--.-'--
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there was nothing remarkable either in the concentration 

on this topic in control juries or in the lower rate of 

discussion of the topic in the other juries. On the 

side jurors found the Judge's instructions 

helpful and clear, 

sped, al qLles'c ions 

at least relative to juries in the 

and handwritten notes instruction 

conditions., On the negative side, jurors viewed other 

bi c:\sed or prejudiced during 

deliberation and there was a relatively high rate of 

belief that arguments that should have been expressed in 

del i ber'ati on not been 

deliberation was terminated. 

2. Precharge Treatment. 

precharge had r'el at;i vel y 

expressed by the time 

Our impression is that the 

little effect on jurors' 

behavi~r or on individual juror reasoning to a verdict. 

It may be that the effects of the precharge instruction 

treatment are relatively subtle and that the measures of 

behavior in deliberation and the crude postdeliberation 

questionnaire did not capture the nuances of juror 

reaE.oning in this condition. Research 

underway, using a method in which individual jurors are 

interviewed during and following the presentation of a 

stimulus trial, will provide for comparisons between 

precharge ~nd control condition jurors. 

The precharge treatment condition was distinctive in 

the high levels of discussion of legal procedure; this 

was general discussion about the jury system, the proper 
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way for juries or judges to proceed in legal matters, and 

so forth. Discussion of procedural issues cited in the 

judge's instructions, the reasonable doubt standard of 

jiilnd the presumption of innocence, were also 

relatively high. as in the control condition, 

jurors in the precharge condition felt that a relatively 

large number of arguments had not been expressed during 

deliberation but should have been expressed. 

3. Written Instructiori Aid Condition. Our 

impressions of the written instruction aid, based both on 

the quantitative analyses reported above and on oLlr 

Observations of the videotape recordings of deliberation, 

is very positive. In fact, we strongly recommend that 

trial judges, when it is practicable, use the written 

insi::rLlction method as a device to aid jLtrOlrS in r"(;?achirlg 

a proper verdict. 

Di Ei;cussi on procedural j.ssLles 1:l-Ie 

reasonable doubt standard of proof and the presumption c~ 

innocence) and the relations between procedures and 

evidence occurred at relatively low rates in the written 

j. nsb-uct:i. on condition. We 

constructive effect in that, 

view this as a fairly 

in our view, based on 

videotc:'1pe ,'"ecolrdings of delibel'"c:\tion!, pl'"ocedural matters 

were treated effiCiently and accurately but did not clog 

up deliberation. A few quick references to the written 

instructions were sufficient to inform and motivate 

discussion of the issues, without requiring extensive, 
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often confusing, reviews of these topics. We were also 

not disturbed by the relatively low performance on the 

mem(Jry test fo'~ information 'from the judge" s 

in the i nstrLld: i em 

treatment simply did not spend as much time on either 

~~Llbsi:anti 'Ie procedural issues during discussion, 

topics could be covered quickly and 

references to the written 

Thus, memory may have been low in the written 

instruction treatment condition because the judge's 

instructions on the law required relatively little time 

On the positive side ratings of the extent to which 

unexpressed arguments should have been expressed during 

d€-?l i bera'!: ion ve,"'y low in this treatment condition were 

and jur-ors the judge's instructions clearer and ! 
mo,"'e helpful than in other experimental treatment 

Finally, ratings of the deliberation aid, 

the written instructions, were the highest of ratings 

received by all of the aids studied on the jurors' final 

questionnaire following deliberation. 

4. Special Questions Treatment. Our impressions of 

the efficacy of the special questions aid to deliberation 

Jurors did attempt to follow the decision 

tree outlined on the special questions interrogatory and 

in many ways deliberation was more orderly and focused on 

the issues in the decision tree, than in the control 
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c tin d :i t i c)n • 1,..rolf,leve," l' on the negatiVe side, jurors may 

have spent too mllC:,'!l '["_ J',linr..:> d:J'·,: ""'"'ll""SJ',ng ~ -~ - issues that were 

easily resolved Simply because they were presented on the 

spf.~c:i aJ. questi oms j, nsi:n_ld:ion sh(;:>_et ,. 1'!lLIS ] II ! th -, .:-:t,':lOltgl - ~? 

dis't:inC'!::i.on and unarmed robbery was 

relatively apparent based on testimony from credible 

witnesses at trial, ,J'uri~C_1 ,'L'n 'the_" e __ p-,_~_l'~], , .. , - r.;;,_~, q ue)s.i: ion s 

condition often devoted large amounts of time to this 

relatively i:rivial issue. To some extent the relatively 

sho\<\d 11M of 'l::he SP=Cl' "'1 qLlec::: 1- ' :l" , d '=I - c;; c:, .- _"'\:: J, ons c ec J. Sl on ~\J. may 

rc-2!5ult {r'om oLtr (~!10J' C'''' of 'L 1:' 'l' I: - , -,'- i:t re, a":Lve, y Sl mpl e '-''''i al " 

With more complex legal issues to be decided, a decision 

might hewe a more positive effect on 

del i bel" at ion, part i CLI]. ar 1 y in comparison to unaided 

1 i k(-:l to emphasize our 

qt,tal if i cati on the concl LISi on that the special 

questions decision aid was not especially useful, and may 

have even 111'nder-=d s ~ f d ] 't ~ ome aspeccs 0 e.l'eration, should 

only be applied to rel~tively simple criminal casf.:~s 

similar to the one that we have stUdied. 

Discussion of the procedural issues in the judge"s 

instructions, the re~sonable doubt standard of proof and 

i:he presumption of innocence, occurred ai: relatively high 

rcl-!:es in the special quesi:ions condii:ion. 

discuse::.',ior1 oc. 't-Il= "" I t' h' b -, T. "'i • e a -lons 1 ps et~'~(~en testi mony anel 

verdict categories occurred at a relatively low rate in 

this treatment condition. One negative result, from the 
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f d l ·b-,~m·tl·on content •. was the._ quantitative analysis 0 e 1 ~ ~. 

relatively high rate of 0-0 codes in both the fact and 

issue categories. This combination of codes indicated a 

high of, remarks in 

del 1 b('?r I:\t ion. 

Postdeliberation recall of information from the 

judge~s t · o· ,r'-l~'I:J've'ly l(~w 1-I~we.vE.~rJ this :i nstr'uc lons I-'JS;:;:. rl:; ""., ->. ,.., 

,""esul t should Mot be taken (necessarily) as a negative 

on the special questions decision aid. Aa in the comment 

written instructions treatment condition, t.he decision 

aid helped juro,I"s avoid extensive discussion of some of 

'C. he issw?s raised in the Judge's instructions and led to 

pn~domi nantl y emphasis in discussion on 

testimony and evidence. 

Finally, jurors~ poatdeliberation ratings of the 

usefL,l! ness of this decision aid ranked 1t as intermedil:\te 

sl ~MhtJ.v l=ss useful than the written in Ltse·f:ulness, "''I:] , "" 

instruction aid, d considerablv more useful than the an ~ 1 

handwritten notes aid. 

Handwritten Notes Condition. 
,.~ 

evaluation of the handwritten notes decision aid 

is f ai,""J, y negative. Jurorsi attempts to use their own, 

handwritten notes to inform deliberation did not 

seem t.o be especially Freql.lentl y 

consi deri:'\bl e 
by I:\pparent 

contradictions among in the implications derived 

from barely decipherable scribblings. Furthermore, there 

----~--
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was considerable reference to notes when even trivially 

memorable ml:\ttera were under discussion. 

concl I.ISi on needs be strongly qualified by the 

limitations of our mtimulus trial. Our conclusion is 

that jurors should not be encouraged to use handwritten 

notes in relatively simple proceedings, for example, 

felony trials lasting one to two days. 

sl1(;:}I.!l d no'!: this conclUsion to apply 

l';:ompl i cated or civil matters, witl10ut 'hu""'I:her 

The speaking rate during discussion was relatively 

slow in the handwritten notes condition. Voting and the 

di sCl.lssi on of procedures relevant to voting occurred at 

relatively low rates in the handwritten notem juries. 

Discussion of legal procedure, general references to the 

fUnctions of the jury and procedures that should be used 

to resolve disputes, occurred at a fairly high rate in 

this condition. The judge's instructions were rated as 

n~lat:i.vely l.\ncl eal~ and unhelpful by jurors in the 

no·tes I:ondi tl on .. Final:!.y jLlron::." 

postdeliberation ratings of the handwritten notes as a 

decision aid rated it as distinctly lese helpful than 

either the written copy of the judge'S instructions or 

the special questions decision aids. A clue as to why 

this may have been the caSe is available in a brief 

E!}·:amina-t,i on 1::1·F 1:;\ !sample of jl.lrC)rS" l1andl-wit·ten notes.. A 

representative sample of example notes taken by jurors in 



this case is attached as tabla Results-6. 
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Concl 1.15i ons 

Our overall recomme~dations, based on our empirical study 

of the effects of varying decision aids provided to jurors 

during deliberation are as follows~ <a) The most useful 

ded.si on aid copy of trial judge's 

i ns·!:n .. IC'l':,i ons provided to jurors during deliberation. {.IJe 

recommend th~? use of this method of aiding jurors in 

deliberation whenever it is practicable. Of course, the use 

of such an aid may place a greater burden on the trial judge 

and the court reporting st~ff, if they are required to produce 

such a document at the end of the charge to the jury for every 

case. One alternative, that was not studied in the basic 

experimental design but was explored through two demonstration 

mock~·· JLII"'i SS:I is to provide the jury with an audiotape 

the judge's In the tl-'JO 

demonstration mock-juries, this decision aid appeared to be 

quite useful and to serve the same functions as the written 

instructions aid. (b) The use of handwritten notes, taken by 

the jurors during the trial, should probably be discouraged. 

The major qualification that we would like to place on 

these recommendations is that they should only be applied to 

relatively simple criminal matters. We believe that these two 

recommendations should be applied to trial procedures for many 

typical felony trials. We are very hesitant t~ extend the 

\\ 

i 
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adv:i ce . ahd recommendati <::m$ trJ apply to more complex 

proceedings, for example crimihal trials lastihg more than two 

days, or civil trials. 

I ., 
j 
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Tabl.e Methods-l 

Characteri stics of Mock-juTors 

Sex: 
Male 
Female 

Age: 
Under 20 
20 - 29 
30 -'39 
40 - 49 
50 - 59 
60 + 

Race: 
White 
Black 

.Education: 
'Some high school 

. High school diploma 
Some college 

.College·degree 
Other post high school 
Other post college 

Occupation: 
Professional/Technical 
Manager/Administrator 
Sales worker 
Cl erical 
Craftsperson 
Operative /Transport 

equipment operator 
Laborer 
Service worker' 
Housewife 
Retired 
Unemployed 
Student 

*Income: 
Under·$10,000 
$10,000 - 19,999 
$20,000 - 29,999 
$30,000 - 39,999 
$40,000 -·49,999 
$50,000 + 

*Income: 33% missing data 

47% 
53% 

4% 
24% 
24% 
21% 
15% 
12% 

98% 
2% 

6% 
19% 
37% 
16% 

7% 
15% 

36% 
9% 
5% 
9% 
3% 
4% 

2% 
4% 

13% 
5% 
1% 
9% 

9% 
28% 
30% 
14% 
10% 

9% 

rqa rita 1 Status: 
Single 
Married 
Divorced/Separated 
Widowed . 

Political ~reference: 
Democrat 
Republican 
Independent 
Other 

Cases Served. on as a 
None 
One to three 
More than four . 

28% 
. 56% 

12% 
4% 

36% 
14% 
48% 

2% 

Juror: 
97% 

1% 
2% 

54 
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Table: Results-l 
Major Characteri sti cs of 'Jury Performance 

FREQUENCY OF VERDICTS 
(DELIBERATION TIME) 

I-
u 
I-i 

Cl 
0::: 
lJ..J 
> 

NOT 
GU.ILTY 

ARMED 
ROBBERY 

HUNG * 

TOTALS 

Average total number 
of coded entries . 

Variance in juror 
participation measured 
in % of speaking entrie 

Speaking rate 
number of entries per 
mi'nute 

r--' 

CONTROL 

4 
(47) 

2 
(88) 

5 
(96) 

11 
(76) 

821 

43.3 

~.3 

INSTRUCTION TREATMENT 

WRITTEN SPECIAL HAND~!R ITTEN 
PRECHARGE INSTRUCTION QUESTION NOTES TOTALS 

b ' 5 6 4 24· 
(57) . (63) (65) (69) (61) J 

2 S -- 2 . 9 
(62) (62) (79) (71 ) 

I 

3 3 5 4 20 
(81) (72 ) (76) (87 ) (83) 

F(2,30)=3.83,p'.03 

1 p 

10 11 11 10 
(65) (65) (70) (78) 

829 778 890 860 

51.4 45.5 49.6 56.9 

13.0 12.1 12.9 10.8 F(4,48)=2.46,p<.05 
-

-* Note: Most of these jur.crs deliberated until the jury working day was ended, but d;~ not actuallydeadlock. 
The following numbers of juries actually deadlocked in each instruction treatment; 

.f 0 I 2 \ 1 l 1- I 1 I 
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Table: Results-1 (Page 2) 

~1i nute at whi ch fi rst vote 
was taken (for juries that 
took at least one vote) 

Number of juries th~t took 
at least one vote/over 
total number of juries 

Minute by which all jurors 
had expressed a verdict 
p~eference 

CONTROL 

43 

(10/11) 

63 

(2/11 ) 

--~-- -~-- ~ ----

WRITTEN SPECIAL 
PRECHARGE INSTRUCTION QUESTION 

41 41 49 .. 

( 10/10) (9/11) (5/11 ) 

49 41 45 

(5/10) (5/11) (5/11) 

HANDWRITTEN 
NOTES 

51 

(4/10) 

- 56 

(8/10) 

------- ~---"~-------
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Table: Results-2 
TABULATIONS OF TYPES OF REMARK OR EVENT DURING DELIBERATION 

WRITTEN SPECIAL HANDWRITTEN 
CONTROL PRECHARGE INSTRUCTION QUESTION NOTES 

,/ 

Statements 670 6!;i2 625 712 708 
, 

(11 ) 

Questions 74 81 72 89 . 82 

(12) 

Organization 48 53 50 55 39 

(13) 
,~. 

. . 
Errors of fact 2~5 5.3 5.2 3.7 2.5 

(14) 

.. 
Errors of relation' 1.5 2.8 1.5 1.8 3.0 

(15) 

. 
Corrections 2.5 3.6 2.7 2.8 1.7 

. 
(16) 

. 
(J1 
-....J 

Irrelevant 6.9. 13.9 7.5 10.5 9.0 

(17) 
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TABULATIONS OF TYPES OF REMARK OR EVENT DURING DELIBERATION (Page.2) 

WRITTEN SPECIAL HANDWRITTEN 
CONTROL PRECHARGE I-NSTRUCTION QUESTION NOTES -

. . . 

Verdict statement 16.0 16.6 13.9 15.3 13.8 -
(19) . 

Voting 1.8 2.6 2.0 1.4 1.0 

(18) .. 

Tuey charge 0.0 0.2 0.1 . 0.1 0.1 

(20) 

Information requests 0.8 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.6 

(21) 

Group outburst 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.0 

(22) 

Residual ·2.0 1.5 1.5 1.9 0.8 
" .. 

(23) 
U1 
ex> -

"I: 
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Table: Results-3 
TABULATIONS OF DISCUSSION CONCERNED HITH FACT INFORMATION FRO~1 TESTI~1ONY I 

CONTROL 

Facts referring to 477 
case 

(25) 

Facts not referring 163 
to case 

(note: 25+26 should (26) equal total facts) 

Robbery facts 156 

(27) 

Police procedure facts 156 
(28) 

Police procedure 66 

(50) 

Description facts 83 

(30) 

Ability to remember 15.7 

(32) 

WRITTEN SPECIAL HANDWRITTEN 
PRECHARGE INSTRUCTION QUESTION NOTES 

476. 416 453 466 

" 

149 162 203 172 

160 145 212 164 

107 122 89 127 

41 37 41 33 

119 79 80 82 
. 

18.1 18.2 7.1 . 18.7 

F(4,48)=4.3 

F(4,48)=3.6 

6,p<.004 

O,p<.Ol 

<..T1 
1.0 
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TABULATIONS OF DISCUSSION CONCERNED WITH FACT INFORMATION FRO~1 :rtsTU10NY (P,age 2) 

WRITTEN SPECIAL HANDWRITTEN 
CONTROL PRECHARGE INSTRUCTION QUESTION NOTES 

Defendant1s race 18.7 9.5 7.9 11.3 19.4 

(33) 
, -

. ' 

. Legal procedure 23 43 27 29 40 -F(4,48)=2.77,p<.03 

(29) .. 

Previous record S.5 8 . .6 7.2 8.0 4.7 

(31) 

Legal facts 54 -- 52 42 50 48 

(34) 

Voting facts 11. 5 13.2 13.1 12.2 7.1 F (4,48) =2. 81 , P <. 01 . 
(35) 

Anecdotes 32 11 23 22 20 , . 
(36) , CTl 

a 
" 

Realism 10.5 11.5 1'4.8 10.4 15.2 

(37) 
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TABULATIONS OF DISCUSSION CONCERNED WITH FACT INFORMATION FROM JESTIMONY (Page 3) 

.J 

I 
p 

WRITTEN SPECIAL HANDWRITTEN 
CONTROL PRECHARGE INSTRUCTION QUESTION NOTES 

4 , 

Residual 15.7 11.0 8.2 15.3 8.2 

(45) 
'. 

Total number of facts 
cited by jur.y· .' 640 625 ·577 655 637 including repeats, 
excluding fact = 0 

(46) 

Number of different 
facts cited, 31 32 32 32 32 excluding repeats and 
excluding fact = 0 

( 47) 

'. 

- '._- '. 

O'l ...... 
. 

, .. 
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Table: Results-4 
TABULATIONS OF DISCUSSION CONCERNED WITH LEGAL ISSUE INFORMATION FROM THE JUDGE'S INSTRUCTIONS 

WRITTEN SPECIAL HANDWRITTEN 
CONTROL PRECHARGE INSTRUCTION QUESTION NOTES 

Credibil ity 89 102 87 114 103 

(48) 

.' 

Abi 1 ity to ID 27 16 24, 28 31 

(58) 

ID re 1 i abi 1 i ty 122 109 116 100 153 

(59 ) 

. 
. Elements 10.8 n.9 15.3 19.0 18.6 

(49) . 

Verdict discussion 18.0 15.5 20.0 17.7 20.2 

(38) 
~ t· : 

Verdict statements 16.0 16.6 13.9 15.3 13.8 
" . 

(39) 0"1 
N 

Verdict reference 21 30 31 41 42 
. 

I (40) " 
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. . TABULATIONS OF DISCUSSION CONCERNED WITH LEGAL ISSUE INFQRMATION FROM THE JUDGE'S INSTRUCTIONS {Page 2) .. 

- ... 

WRITTEN, SPECIAL HANDWRITTEN 
CONTROL PRECHARGE INSTRUCTION QUESTION - NOTES 

Reasonable doubt 12.0 22.4 18.6 23.2 18.7 F.( 4,48 )=2.58, p.<. 05 

f (5n 

Presumption of -3 . .5 6-. ,4 , 3.1 3.3 5.3 F(4,48)=3.22,<:02 
innocence 

(52) 

.. i Reasonable inference . 2.7 3.3 2.1 1.7 4.7 fi 
. (53) 

I Admi ss i bil ity 9.3 9.3 6.4 13.0 9.5 

(54) i . , 
t 
t' 

Timeframe 20.1 18.1 12.5 12.2 11.6 
i: 

r 
I' 
I. 

(55) I-
I , 
i 
i 
1 

Lack of evidence 28 32 26 28 25 , 
,')' ! 

, /} 
(56) 1 

O"t , 
w I 

( 
! 
) 

I 

Discuss inadmissible 0.5 0.6 0.3 0.7 0.:5 L 
evidence . 

(57) 

.... 
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TABULATIONS OF DISCUSSION CONCERNED HIT.H LEGAL ISSUE INFORMATION FROM THE' JUDGE I S INSTRUCTIONS" (Page 3) 

WRITTEN SPECIAL HANDWRITTEN 
CONTROL .PRECHARGE INSTRUCTION QUESTION NOTES 

Armed robbery + 7.7 10.1 9.3 38.4' 12.9 F(4,48)=3.73,p(.01 robbery event 
. (60) 

Verdict reference 18.5 15.1 15.7 15.5 18.5 

(61) 

Total number of issues 
cited 
including ~epeats~ 

416 396 372 437 445 

excluding issue (~~) 

Number of different 
issues ci ted 23 24 23 26 24 
excludjng repeats, 
excluding iss\je (n~) 

Total number of facts 
= 1-28 (case facts) 
paired with issue 3.3 3.1 3.8 1.5 .. 6.7 F(4,48)=2~73,p<.03 
'" 35-38' (verdict is'sues) 

(64) 
Total number of facts 
= 1~28 (case facts)· 
pa i red" wi th issue , 13.3 18.5 9.1 12.2 17.3 F(4,48)=2.57,p(.05 
=1,2,5,6,7,9 . 
(J.I.procedure i7~~~s) . 

Total number of facts . 
= 00 p~ir~d ~ith'issue 

46 54 56 65 64 F(4,48)=3.01,p<.03 = 00 for this jury ., 

(66) . 

0'1 .s::. 
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TABULATIONS OF DISCUSSION CONCERNED WITH LEGAL ISSUE INFORMATlON FROM THE JUDGE I S INSTRUCTIONS (Page 4) . --- . .. I 

I 
WRITTEN SPECIAL HANDWRITTEN 

CONTROL PRECHARGE INSTRUCTION QUE~TION NOTES 

Total number of fact-issue .. 
pai rs: Entries for jury 
relating fact and issue for 236 205 182 193 233 fact = 1-28 ,paired with any 
issue except O.Includes rep~at 

. (F,7 

Number 6f different fact-
issue pairs as above, 60 55 50 55 61 excluding- repeats. 

-, 

en 
U1 

. 
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Table: Results-5 
JURORS I POSTDELIBERATION QUESTIONNAIRE RATINGS 

CONTROL 

Difficulty in deciding 4.7 

(121) 

Confidence in jury 7.7 verdict 
(125 ) 

Avera~~ e~f1mate of 
certainty required to 
satisfy standard of 76 
reasonable doubt. 
Based on non-mis(in~) 
data 148 

Thoroughness of jury 7.8 

(126) 

Pressure from oth~r 3.0 jurors 
(127) 

Seriousness of jury 7.5 

(128) 
, 

Think other jurors 1.0 
biased ,,' 

(129) . 

WRITTEN SPECIAL HANDWRITTEN 
PRECHARGE INSTRUCTION QUESTIO~ NOTES 

4.8 4.8 4.6 4.9 

7.2 7.0 7.6 7.4 

81 70 77 76 

;.' 

8.1 7.7 7.8 7.7 

2.5 3.2 2.3 2.6 

8.1 7.7 7.3 7.0 

0.6 0.7 0.6 0.8 

.. 

0"\ 
0"\ 

F(4,48)=2.41,p<.05 

! I! If 

II 
'I' ~. , 
I:) 

'h 
ii 

H 
'.'./ 

-f. 
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JURORS' POSTDELIBERATION QUESTIONNAIRE RATINGS (Page 2) 

WRITTEN SPECIAL HANDWRITTEN 
CONTROL . PRECHARGE INSTRUCTION QOESTION NOTES 

Wanted to raise other 0.7 0.7 0.5 0.6 0.7 arguments 
'{131} 

Realism of trial 6.8 7.0 7.1 6.8 6.3 

(130) .. 

Competence of D.A. 5.5 . 5.6 5.9 5.2 5 :6 

(132) 
... 

I Competence of 6.1 6.0 6.4 5.7 5.7 defense attorney 
(133 ) 

Fairness of judge 5.2 5.2 5.4 5.2 5.4 instructions 
(122) 

. Hel pful ness of 7.6' 7.0 . 7.7 6.9 7.3 . instructions 
(123) . 

Clarity of 7.7 7.2 7.7 7.2 6.8 instructions 
'-. (124) . '.' 

.-

-

F(4,48)=2.10,p<.10 

F ( 4 ,48) = 2 . 65 , p <. 05 

- en 
-.....j 
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JURORS· POSTDELIBERATION QUESTIONNAIRE RATINGS (Page 3) 

WRITTEN SPECIAL HANDWRIfT~N , . 
CONTROL PRECHARGE INSTRUCTION QUESTION NOTES 

Usefulness of the 
experimental decision 
aid provided during 

6.2 6.0 4.5 deliberation -- --
(155) 

. 

. 
C'I 
00 

-" 

. 
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TABLE: Results-6 
JURORS I POSTDELIBERATION MEMORY FOR TRIAL ~1ATERIALS • 

WRITTEN SPECIAL HANDWRITTEN 
CONTROL PRECHARGE INSTRUCTION QUESTION NOTES 

Average total recall 
of judge1s instruction 6.1 6.2 4.9 5.0 5.0 F(4,48)=2.43,p<.07 
(sum of five items) 

(147 ) 

Average total recall 
of facts, sum over 9.7 9.8 8.8 9.0 8.8 eight items 

(149) . 

Intrusions, recall of 
information that was .85 .77, not presented (13 1.53 1. 68 2.08 
possible, larger 
numb.ers indicate 
greater degrees of 
error) 

(150+151+152) 

. 
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lO 
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Table: Results-6 

Examples of Jurors l Handwritten 
Notes ' 
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Jo. ., Appendix:Precharge Instructions 75 

'THE COURT: Ladies and Gentlemen of the Jury, Mr. Foreman, 

d N 1 I am t he presiding J'udge in this particular my name is Davi e son, 

case' and I ask you to 'listen to me very, very carefully as I give you 

h t h d You have heard the indictment some information regarding t e case a an. 

. d I Wl."11 tell you later on what the significance of that just sl.mply rea . ~ 

I would ll.'ke first of all to introduce indictment is, but for the moment 

to you those who will be participating in this particular trial. 'The 

B t f r brl.'dge He's the gentleman defendant is one, Hr. Ernest ryan 0 "am . 

who sits here in the tan shirt in the back of the jury box. In front of 

him is his representative, }lr. Joseph Travaline of Cambridge, who will 

represent him during the course of this trial, and in front is Miss Rikki 

Klieman who will reI'resent the Commonwealth as the Assistant District 

Attorney. 

There will be several witnesses called. Among those witnesses may. 

be one Robert Washburn of Cambridge; one Edward Randall of Cambridge; 

one William ,Stone, 'a police officer in the department, the Police Depart-

ment in Cambridge. The p ace a ege 1 11 d l.'n the -indictment here is Topmar!= 

Grocery Store,i~ Cambridge; the place Massachusetts and Morse Street 

in Cambridge, on July 5, 1978, approximately 2:30 p.m. in the day. 

'1 'Wl.' t'h you what it is I would like at this moment sl.mp y to reVl.ew 

, 1 I'm going to tell you that that you IIlust find in t~is partl.cu ar case. 

11 evl.' d'ence and upon that evidence y.ou' will the prosecution wi present 

have to determinewheter or h not th'e allegations made in the indictment 

,have. been proved and proved to you to a degree that I shall later explain 

in detail. 

- ------'~~--

76, 

, In any event, the defeQdant is charged with armed robbery. Since 

he' is ,charged with armed robbery, there are several elements that must 

be proved to your satisfac~ion and the satisfaction of the law that 

these elements have been pleaded, and that if you so find the defendant 

of armed robbery, Ladies and Gentlement of the Jury, is'simply that the 

accusation here is that the defendant by force, violence, or by threat 

or by placing in fear, forcibly took personal property belonging' to the 

alleged victim, in this case Topmart Grocery Store and one of'the 

witnesses, taking money 'from that particular person by force and violence. 

Any act by which a person' seizes or takes from a pers,on, or from 

the vicinity of a person, or from a place in which this person has 

immediate control and presence, that is what we call robbery .•. if that 

property, that personal property, is taken against the will of the 

victim, again, either by threat or in fact by 'violence .. Ar~ed robbery 

consists, of course, of robbery which is done using a weapon, a dangerous 

weapon. Now, a dangerous weapon is any instrumentality, any means of ... 

any physical means ••• that is capable of serious harm, of inflicting' 

serious harm ~pon another. As alleged, I believe, in this pa~ticular case 

a g~n was used. Since we know that a gun is capable of fatality and 

capable of inflicting serious bodily harm'upon a person, that ,is, 

by definition, F.{ dangerous weapon. You will'find, and I will instruct you, 

that even if a gun was not used or if a gun was n9t visible, if you find 

tha t the, person who was being robbed ha,d reasonable fear or reasonable 

apprehension that a weapon was being used, then you may find the defendant 

guilty of robbery while armed. For example, if indeed a sun is a~leged to 

~. 
",t-:" ,have been used, but was a wooden block made to look like a gun, we know 

that that's not capable of firing anything, but if a person staring at 
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that part;icular "instrument would have reason to believe that it was a 

gun and that it was capable of inflicting harm, then you may find,. 

despite the'fact that it is not capable of firing, you may nevertheless 

find that it is a dangerous weapon within the definition of the law. 

. Now, at the end of this trial I am going to explain to you what it 

is, or from whence, you may. decide the facts in this particular case. 

I'm going to giye you some definitions of what the evidence is and hm., 

one comes about determining the facts from that evidence and you are to 

use that evidence and those facts as you find them. 

I would suggest to you at this particular t~me, ladies and gentlemen, 

a very iI!1porta!1t aspect of our jurisprudence, .of. our wisdom, of our law. 

The basis of our law is that any person acc~sed of a crime, and brought 

before the bar is presumed to be innocent. Presumed to be innocent means 

that, he is, innocent until such time. as it is pr9ve,d he is no longer inno-

cent, but guilty. That can only be proved by the evide.nce, upon your 

belief of the facts that he is 'indeed, n~ longer innocent, but guilty. 

So you are instructed, whatever rights, whc:-tever presumption that an 

innocent person, would have should also be accorded to him until you 

are satisfied beyond a reasonable doubt by the evidence that he is no 

longer innocent, but guilty. 

And finally, I'd like to tell you what's going to happen from here 

on out. When I finish I'm going to turn the case over to the prosecutor 

and she will make an open statement to you. In that opening statement 

she will outl~ne each and every essential element of the crime as alleged. 

Sh~ will tell you what it is that she intends to prove by evidence, by 

.. 
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testimony, by exhibits, and then, upon hearing that, we will proceed 

wi'th the introduction of the evidencE!. It may be that the defense wili 

make an opening at that particular time, but no such opening is reHuired 

at that particular time. What is true, is that the prosecution will 

then proceed'with putting in the evidence and it will be based on that 

evidence whether or not you will be able, to determine if the defendant 

is guilty as charged. 

After the prosecution has completed its case, the defense will have 

an opportunity to present its own case. It is not'required to P!esent 

"any case" it is not requi~ed prove that the defendant is not guilty. 

That burden is entirely upon the Commonwea.lth, the prosecutor, to prove 

his guilt, if that be the case. And.so, however, if the defendant wishes 

to put on evidence, it will be at that time that the evidence will be 

produced. When that evidence is complete I will then allow each of the 

parties to make a closing statement to you. They will tell you that,which 

I they believe that they have proved or established to you, and then 

will instruct you on the law in much more detail. I' will instruct you 

on the law not only on those things I have mentioned to you now, but on 

the procedure, the way in which you are going to come about your resolve 

of the issues in this particular case. And so, until then I would simply 

ask, please, do not make up your mind, do not come to any firm conclusion 

either.about the facts or the ultimate verdict here. Just listen very 

carefully until finally I'say to you, "Ladies and Gentlemen of the Jury, 

you will now retire to determine the issue, to decide whether or not 

the defendant is innocent or' guilty." 

~iiss Klieman, are you prepared to ma~e an opening statement at this 

time? 
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Appendix: Written Instructions 
79 ~COMl-10NWEALTII v. BRYANT -- INSTRuC'frONS TO THE JURY 

1. 

A. You, the jury, must decide, based upon the evidence, ,.,hat th~ fac,ts 

are in this case. Having listened very carefully to the testimony of all 

of the ,.,i tnesses, having with you th~ exhibits and havi J9 in mind the 

charts you. have se~n during the trial, you must decide \'!hat you beliE7ve 

and what you 'do not believe. You are not required to believe all of 

what you have heard; you art'! not required to believe any of what you have 

heard. It is for you to determine, based on your experience, background 

and observation~" what you believe and how much 'veight to give to each of 

the witnesses. 

B. In addi ti.on to the testimony and exhibits, you may use reasonable 

inferences t;o help you determine the facts in this case. If you come 

to knovl that certain facts are so, because you believed the testimony 

of any of, the witl1esses, you may find that othor facts must also be so 

,even though they "lere not directly testified to. For example, if you know 

Fact 1 is so and Fact 2 is so, ,and Fact 3 almost necessarily follows from 

Facts 1 and 2, you may draw the reasonable inference that Fact 3 is also 

,so. '.lou must, however, be careful not to speculate or guess. For example, 

you might know that Fact i is so, and you have not heard anything about 

Fad: 2 but you say, "I bet Fact 2 is so, thus. Fact 3 is so ~" Well you 

ca'imot do this , .because it would be speculating or guessing. 

(.:. There are many things which must not b.e used in determining the facts: 

1.'Yol,l may not draw any inferenc'e from the, indictment nor from the 

fact that 'the defendant was indicted, nor from the fact that he is a 

defendant. The indictment is simply an accusation; it is up to the 

acc~ser to prove that charge. 

2. You must not regard the race or background of the defendant or of 

anyone else involved in this case. It is not becc;tuse a person is black 

or white that he tells the truth or does not,tell the truth. It does 

not matter if a witness is a police officer or a professional or from 
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II. 

ahy other background; his background cannot help' you l.'n determining 

,.,hether or not he is telling the truth. 

3. You will not decide anything based on ho'" w many witnesses testify 

on one side of. the case or on the. other Sl.' de,.' , l.t l.S not the numbers of 

witnesses but rather the quall.' ty of 1 t 'h ' Wla eac wl.tness says which is 

important in deciding the case. 

4: In this case pictures of the defe,ndant, f d re erre, to as mugshots, 
were brought up in' tl1e testimony The fact that th 'h . , ese mugs ots exist 
must not be used in any vlay to prejudice the d~fendant. 

5. Statements by the attorneys or by the judge are not evidence and 

should not be used in order to determine the facts of this case. 

In summary, all of the facts will be derl'ved froIn' the evidence: the 

testimony, your observation of the witnesses, the exhibits and charts, 

and the reasonable ' f .1:11 erances one can draw from the facts. 

A. Robb'ery is the taking, by force or threa t· of Vl.' olence or by putting 

one in fear, the property belonging t h , 0 anot er" of whatever value, tak:!-ng 

that property from the person or within the near presence of that person, 

against his w,ill, and ,.,i th the intent to pernla' nent'ly , deprl.ve him of that 

property. In'this case there is not much suggestion that a robbery did 

not oc,cur. 

B. ,ArmlS!d robbery is an aggravated form f bb' o ro ery inasmuch as a dangerous 

weapon :ii,s used to carry out the robbery. A dangerous weapon is any instru

mentali t~l, any physical means, capable of 'fl' , l.11 l.ctl.ng serious harm or death. 

If you f i lld that a gun was used in th'is case, as a ll1atter of 1m., a gun is 

a dangerolls weapon. It may be th t th , a ere never' was a dangerous weapon in 

fact used. .If you find, however, that the person being ,robbed could 

reasonably ibe put in fear, or had a reasona·ble bell.'ef that a dangerous 

weapon was being used, that is enougl~ to constitute a dangerous weapon. 
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III. 

Sa, 'far example, if sameane put his hand in his pocket and painted it 

as if there were a knife .or a gun in the packet, and the victim cauld 

reasanably. believe that it was a knife .or a gun, then that is enaugh ta 

find that a dangeraus \oJeapan '\vas used, even if it turned autta be his 

fingers .or a phany Heapan. 

Thus yau will find whether .or na,t a, rabbery .occurred, whether .or 

nat an armed rabbery .occurred, and if it did .occur, whether .or nat it 

was the defendan·t wha cammi tted the rabbery .or armed rabbery. 

A. The defendant in a crirn:Lnal case is presumed ta be innacent tmtil 

praven .otherwise. 

B. The burden .of praaf is an the prasecutian; the prasecutian is required 

ta prave the defendant guilty, if he is guilty. Because of the presump

tian .of innacence and tht? burden .of praaf, the 'defendant het,s na respons-

,ibility ta prave that he is innocent; he is innacent until such time as 

he ,is praven guilty. He daes nat have ta take the stand, nar pravide any 

witnesses. Yau may nat make any in,ferences fr~m the fact. that he daes 

nat take the stand, .or the fact that he .offers na eyidence. 

C. The Cammonwealth is required to prove beyond a reasanable daubt that 

the defendant is guilty. Bey~nd areasanable doubt means that yau'must 

be satisfied ta a maral certainty, ta a reasanable certainty, that the 

defendant is guilty. If yau are nat satisfied t.o that degree .of certainty 

you-must find the defendant nat guilty. If y.au are .sat,isfied .of his 

guilt ta that c1egree .of certainty yau must find him guilty. Beyand a 

reasanable daubt gaes nat mean "1:;.0 an absalute certainty, it daes nat mean 

ta a mathematical .or scientific certainty. 

-----~----
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IV. Hiving all these instructians in mind~ yau will naw deliberate, if 

yau can, ta a verdict., The verdict in this case must be a unanimaus 

verdict. If the verdict is guilty, h f eac .one a yau must agree that 
the pefendant is gui,l ty,' if t'he verd).· ct . ).s nat guilty, each afyau 
must agree that he is nat guilty. 
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Appendix: Special Questions 

4 COMMONWEALTH v. BRYANT -- Questions for the Jury 

Please respond to the following questions as asked, starting with 
question #1. 

Question #1: 

Question #2: 

Question #3: 

Was property or money forcibly, or with threat of violence 
or by inducing fear, tak~n from the person or near presence 
of Robert Washburn, from the Top Mart supermarket, with the 
intent to permanently deprive him of that property, on July 5, 
1978? In other words, did'a robbery, as defined by the judge, 
occur at the Top Market supermarket on July 5, 1978? 
Check "yes" or "no". 

Yes No __ _ 

If the answer to Question #1 is "yes", continue. 

If the answer to Question #1 is "no", stop here and 
inform the court officer that you have finished deliberation. 

vlas a dangerous weapon used to commit :that robbery, or, 
did the victim, Robert Washburn; have a reasohable,belief 
that a dangerous weapon was being used? In other words, 
did an armed robbery,' as defined by th~ judge, occur at the 
Top Mart supermarket on July 5, 1978? 
Check "yes" or "no". 

Yes --- No __ _ 

Taking into consideration only the testimony you have heard, 
the witnesses you have observed and your judgments as to their 
credibility, the exhibits and charts you have seen, and the 
reasonable inferences you can draw, has the prosecution 
convinced you beydnd a reasonable doubt that the defendant, 
Ernest Bryant, committed the robbery or armed robbery at the 
Top Mart supermarket on July Sf 1978? 
Check "yes" or "no". 

Yes --- No __ _ 
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